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Abstract

The current publication system in economics has encouraged the inflation of positive results
in empirical papers. Registered Reports, also called Pre-Results Reviews, are a new submission
format for empirical work that takes pre-registration one step further. In Registered Reports,
researchers write their papers before running the study and commit to a detailed data collec-
tion process and analysis plan. After a first-stage review, a journal can give an In-Principle-
Acceptance guaranteeing that the paper will be published if the authors carry out their data
collection and analysis as pre-specified. We here propose a practical guide to Registered Reports
for empirical economists. We illustrate the major problems that Registered Reports address (p-
hacking, HARKing, forking, and publication bias), and present practical guidelines on how to
write and review Registered Reports (e.g., the data-analysis plan, power analysis, and correction
for multiple-hypothesis testing), with R and STATA codes. We provide specific examples for
experimental economics, and show how research design can be improved to maximize statisti-
cal power. Last, we discuss some tools that authors, editors, and referees can use to evaluate
Registered Reports (checklist, study-design table, and quality assessment).

Keywords: Registered Reports, practical guide, pre-registration, p-hacking, HARKing, multiple-
hypothesis testing, power analysis, the smallest effect size of interest.

JEL codes: A10, C12, C9.

1 Introduction

In recent years, a growing number of researchers have discussed how research practices can influence
the quality of evidence published in scientific journals. It is now well-established that the current
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support from the ANR under grant ANR-19-CE21- 0005-01. Thibaut Arpinon has no conflicting interests in this
study (no paid or unpaid position in an interested organization). Romain Espinosa acts as a recommender at Peer-
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publication system has contributed to the inflation of positive (i.e. statistically-significant) results
in published research. Franco et al. (2014) find that strong results are 40 percentage points more
likely to be published than negative (i.e. statistically-insignificant) results and 60 percentage points
more likely to be written up.1 Fanelli (2010) shows that papers in the social sciences are 2.3
times more likely to report positive results as compared to the physical sciences, leading some
researchers to call for the retirement of statistical significance (Amrhein et al., 2019). Economists
are no exception, and may engage in controversial research practices (Ferraro and Shukla, 2020)
either intentionally or/and unintentionally due to publication pressure (Necker, 2014). Publication
biases (journals’ greater propensity to publish positive over negative results and authors’ greater
propensity to submit positive results) and citation biases (more citations for positive than null
results) are widespread in economics (Christensen and Miguel, 2018), and promote manuscripts
that contain statistically-significant results.

As a result, researchers tend to over-report positive results, either by actively looking for statis-
tical specifications that reject null hypotheses (p-hacking) or by interpreting unpredicted positive
results ex-post (Hypothesizing After the Results are Known - HARKing).2 For instance, Bruns et al.
(2022) estimate that 56% to 71% of significance published in economics is inflated. This bias to-
wards false statistically-significant findings (Brodeur et al., 2016) has contributed to the replication
crisis (Schooler, 2014; Loken and Gelman, 2017), undermining the credibility of scientific evidence.3

Significance inflation can be particularly problematic for laboratory experiments where limited costs
may encourage researchers to abandon experiments with null results (i.e., drawer effect, Page et al.
(2021)).

The over-representation of statistically-significant results is harmful in two ways. First, for a
given study, the strength of the statistical evidence depends on the hidden statistical evidence that
is not reported in the manuscript. For instance, listing a statistically-significant result after having
explored two null hypotheses is much more informative than after having explored a dozen null
hypotheses. The incentive to report statistically-significant results blurs the quality of the evidence
provided in manuscripts, which is harmful for long-run knowledge accumulation in science. Second,
the under-representation of statistically-insignificant results prevents policy-makers from having
access to the entire range of scientific evidence, which may lead them to overestimate the effect of
one variable on another as only statistically-significant findings are reported. This overall leads to
suboptimal policy-making and a misperception of the world by researchers who only have access to
biased or blurred knowledge.

1Franco et al. (2014) analyze the results of survey-based experiments funded by a NSF-sponspored program and
run on nationally representative samples between 2002 and 2012. They compare the results of the experiments that
got eventually published with the results of the experiments that remained unpublished.

2See for instance John et al. (2012); Agnoli et al. (2017); Fanelli (2009); Fiedler and Schwarz (2016); LeBel et al.
(2013); O’Boyle Jr et al. (2017)

3This effect is worsened by non-replicable analyses being cited more than replicable analyses (Serra-Garcia and
Gneezy, 2021), and by the fact that a failure to replicate a work does not lead to fewer citations (Schafmeister, 2021).
Note that, in economics, Camerer et al. (2016) find a replication rate of 61% in a sample of 18 experiments published
in the American Economic Review and the Quarterly Journal of Economics, although the low replication rate might
result from imperfect replication conditions (Chen et al., 2021).
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A growing number of scientists have called for the use of pre-registration in empirical work to
tackle these issues (Nosek and Lakens, 2014; Swanson et al., 2020; Miguel, 2021). In pre-registered
studies, researchers pre-specify the analysis to be carried out before examining (or even collecting)
the data (Olken, 2015). This includes listing (i) the outcome variables, (ii) the control variables,
(iii) the cleaning procedure (e.g., exclusion rules), (iv) the statistical models that will be used in
the analysis. The pre-registration also includes the hypotheses and the sampling plan (Van’t Veer
and Giner-Sorolla, 2016), describes the significance level that will be used as the decision criterion
to reject null hypotheses, how multiple-hypothesis testing will be addressed (e.g., via a Bonferroni
adjustment), a description of the sample size, and when data collection will be terminated. By
limiting the researcher’s degree of freedom (Bakker et al., 2020), pre-registration with a thorough
pre-analysis plan, substantially reduces the risks of p-hacking (Brodeur et al., 2022), HARKing, and
forking (i.e., choosing a statistical model conditional on the data, but in an environment where a
different model would have been chosen given different data (Gelman and Loken, 2013)).

Over the past decade, a number of economic journals have become aware of the necessity to
pre-register empirical analyses. For instance, all RCT submissions to the American Economic As-
sociation’s journals must now be pre-registered.4 Platforms such as the Social Science Registry
(AEA RCT Registry), As Predicted (Wharton Credibility Lab) and OSF Pre-registration enable
researchers to easily store online, under embargo, their research design and analysis plans. An
increasing number of economists are using these platforms. For instance, the number of pre-
registrations on the Social Science Registry more than quintupled between 2014 and 2021 (from
223 to 1,169 pre-registrations per year).

However, pre-registration, even when meticulously executed, only solves part of the issue of the
misreporting of statistical findings. First, pre-registration does not preclude publication bias (the
greater likelihood of journal publication for positive results), which can still distort the distribution
of evidence. Second, researchers can still erroneously anticipate publication bias even if it is absent
(incorrect beliefs) or expect positive results to be better/more cited (citation bias). Researchers
can still then be more likely to submit manuscripts with positive results and drop work with null
results, again leading to the biased reporting of scientific evidence.

Registered Reports (RRs) are a new submission format that has been intensively discussed over
the past decade as a way of improving credibility in empirical work (Page et al., 2021; Henderson
and Chambers, 2022). RRs, also known as Pre-Results Reviews, focus on the scientific process
rather than the outcomes. A review of a paper is carried out before any research outcomes are
known. Chambers and Tzavella (2022) describe the process as follows (as summarized in Figure 1):

In the first stage, authors submit their research question(s), theory, hypotheses, detailed
methods and analysis plans and any preliminary data as needed. Following detailed
review and revision—usually according to specific criteria—proposals that are favourably
assessed receive in principle acceptance (IPA), which commits the journal to publishing

4This only applies to field experiments. Laboratory experiments have no pre-registration requirements for the
moment.
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the final paper regardless of whether the hypotheses are supported, provided that the
authors adhere to their approved protocol and interpret the results in line with the
evidence. Following IPA, authors then typically register their approved protocol in a
repository, either publicly or under a temporary embargo. Then, after completing the
research, they submit a stage-2 manuscript that includes the approved protocol plus the
results and discussion, which may include clearly labelled post hoc analyses in addition
to the preregistered outcomes (that is, findings from both confirmatory and exploratory
analyses). The reviewers from stage-1 and/or newly invited reviewers then assess the
completed stage-2 manuscript, focusing on compliance with the protocol and whether the
conclusions are justified by the evidence. Crucially, reviewers do not relitigate the theory,
hypotheses or methods, thereby preventing knowledge of the results from influencing
recommendations. (Chambers and Tzavella (2022), page 29)

Figure 1: Summary of the publication process of Registered Reports (from Chambers and Tzavella (2022))

Note: We added the word "peer" in "peer review" compared to the original figure in Chambers and Tzavella (2022).

An increasing number of scientific journals have adopted RRs as a valid submission format over
the past few years (from 3 in 2013 to over 300 in 20225). Economic outlets have also showed a
growing interest in RRs. For instance, the Journal of Development Economics, Q-open, the Journal
of Behavioral and Experimental Economics, and the Review of Finance accept RRs on a regular
basis. In addition, the Journal of Political Economy Microeconomics plans to accept RRs in the near
feature, and Experimental Economics recently published a special issue dedicated to RRs. Last, the

5According to the Center for Open Science https://www.cos.io/initiatives/registered-reports.

https://www.cos.io/initiatives/registered-reports
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Journal of the Economic Science Association now accepts RRs for replication studies.
This growing interest in RRs reflects their substantial advantages. First, RRs provide the same

benefits as pre-registration (PR) when meticulously implemented. Researchers commit to the way
in which they will carry out their research (the research question, theory, hypotheses, statistical
models, and outcome and control variables) before the data collection, which eliminates the risk
of data mining (p-hacking or HARKing). Second, RRs are preferable to pre-registration as they
allow researchers to improve their study design and analytic approach based on feedback from
peers. Stage-1 reviews allow referees to make suggestions about the research design that can be
implemented before data collection, unlike standard ex-post reviews. Third, RRs also improve pre-
registration. There is currently little control over the quality of pre-registrations, and researchers
may omit important information (e.g., multiple-hypothesis adjustment), which undermines the very
purpose of pre-registration. Bakker et al. (2020) find, for instance, that unstructured pre-registration
is much less effective in increasing research transparency than structured pre-registration, and ar-
gue that RRs would help to clarify the real degrees of freedom. Ofosu and Posner (2021) show
that pre-analysis plans are often not written or used in a way that allow them to solve the issues
they are aimed to address. Similarly, Abrams et al. (2020) analyze pre-registrations in experimen-
tal economics and conclude that the majority of these pre-registrations are not detailed enough
to address the concerns about inference. Fourth, RRs create better incentives for researchers as
compared to pre-registration: in-principle acceptance (IPA) increases the likelihood of innovative
approaches, as researchers know that high-risk, high-reward protocols will be published when they
receive an IPA, regardless of the outcome.6 Researchers therefore feel more comfortable in propos-
ing ground-breaking resource-intensive studies, and less pressure to publish positive results.7 As
a result, Heckelei et al. (2022) suggest that RRs could play a growing role in funding decisions,
with research funders potentially being willing to fund pre-accepted studies that provide them with
a more-secure research outcome. Overall, RRs can be considered the most advanced form of PR
because all the elements that should be included in a PR are not only present in the RR but also
peer-reviewed and because they guarantee the publication to researchers. Table 1 summarizes the
advantages of RRs over unregistered and pre-registered studies, assuming a high quality of peer
review.8

The aim of the current paper is to provide practical guidance about the way in which to write
and manage RRs in experimental economics. We discuss the important steps of a RR, including
determining the number of hypotheses, writing an analysis plan, carrying out a power analysis or
defining sample size more generally, and correcting the level of significance. We show examples of

6The current publication system might lead some researchers to avoid high-risk, high-reward protocols that might
however be beneficial for science. The pressure for positive results might indeed make risk-averse researchers invest
in several small-scale experiments rather than in a large-scale high-risk intervention to ensure that they have at least
some positive results to publish. In-principle acceptance could help mitigate this issue by reducing the publication
risk associated with high-risk studies.

7Scheel et al. (2021) select papers in psychology that include hypothesis testing, and find that 96% report a positive
significant result for their first hypothesis, as compared to a figure of only 44% in RRs.

8We focus here on the statistical advantages of RRs. Henderson (2022) proposes a similar table where she also
discusses the benefits for researchers, such as the reduced stress associated with the publication process.
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Table 1: Bias limitations between unregistered studies, pre-registered studies and registered reports.

code for the implementation of the statistical analyses in R and Stata (the latter in the Appendix).
We also provide advice about how to improve a pre-registered study, e.g., by reducing the dimen-
sionality of the outcome variables, distinguishing statistical and economic significance (the smallest
effect size of interest), and discriminating between confirmatory and exploratory analyses. We focus
here on frequentist approaches to statistical inference, as these are dominant in economics, but RRs
can also benefit from Bayesian methods (e.g., stopping rules: see Dienes (2011)). Last, we provide
practical advice for authors, editors, and referees for the writing and evaluation of RRs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the credibility challenge
in empirical work, and how RRs can help. Section 3 then presents guidelines for the writing of RRs.
Last, Section 4 concludes. All of the codes appear in the Supplementary Materials.

2 The credibility of non-registered studies

We illustrate the credibility issue for non-registered empirical work via the following example. Imag-
ine that researchers have access to a dataset where an exogenous event affects a subset of the sample
(a laboratory, field, or quasi-natural experiment). The researchers wish to evaluate whether the
event (called the treatment) significantly affected the individuals who were exposed, by comparing
them to a non-exposed control group (a between-subject design). We assume that the researchers
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have J outcome variables that could be considered as relevant with respect to the literature, and
K potentially-relevant control variables (e.g., socio-demographics). We in addition assume that the
researchers identify L possible exclusion rules for outliers in the sample (inconsistent answers to a
question, failure to pass attention tests, etc). Last, imagine that the researchers identify M possible
statistical models that could be used to estimate the treatment effect. For instance, if the outcome
variables are all positive and bounded, a linear regression on levels, a linear regression on logs, a
Poisson regression, a Tobit regression, a binary regression model (e.g., below/above the middle of
the scale) or an ordered regression model (decomposing the scale into subcategories) could all be
used.

The researchers here can then explore up to J×2K×2L×M specifications in order to determine
whether the event had a significant impact on the treated group. This analysis space, called the
multiverse, includes the range of equally-legitimate analyses that can be carried out to answer the
research question. With five outcome variables (J = 5), ten socio-economic variables (K = 10),
ten potential exclusion rules (L = 10), and six econometric models (M = 6), the researchers can
investigate up to 31 million combinations. It can be argued that these numbers are overstated,
as the researchers’ degree of freedom might be much more limited. For instance, researchers can
anticipate editors’ and referees’ concerns, and therefore consider a smaller number of dimensions.
Even so, if the researchers have only K = 5 control variables (as the referees will always have strong
opinions about the other control variables), L = 5 decision rules, and M = 4 models, they can still
explore up to 20 thousand specifications.

To illustrate the benefits of pre-registration, consider the following example. Imagine that the
treatment has no effect on J = 3 outcome variables. Imagine now that the researchers did not pre-
register their analysis, and anticipated that statistically-significant findings will be more likely to
be published (publication bias) or cited (citation bias), so that they only report significant results,
using α = 5% as their decision rule (i.e. they reject a null hypothesis whenever the associated
(uncorrected) p-value is below 5%). Given that the treatment has no effect, what is the probability
that they will be able to report at least one significant result?

Figure 2 displays the simulation results (the code appears in the Supplementary Materials). We
assume K = 3 control variables, L = 3 exclusion rules and M = 3 statistical models (OLS, Poisson,
Probit), i.e. a multiverse of 576 specifications. We consider here independent outcome variables
that are normally-distributed (µ = 10, σ2 = 10) and censored between 0 and 20 (e.g., contributions
in a public-good game). Without a minimal form of pre-registration, researchers can erroneously
report at least one significant result in 39.3% of the cases. In other words, if the same experiment is
run by 10 research teams, on average four of them will be able to write a manuscript with at least
one significant result. It may be that researchers will also be required to produce robustness checks,
which would reduce the probability of reporting a false positive result. However, the simulations
show that robustness checks are likely to be of only limited help. Whenever researchers are able
to reject at least one of the three null hypotheses (as J=3 in these simulations), they are able to
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provide on average 74.3 specifications where the treatment is found to have a significant effect. In
unregistered studies, researchers can therefore strategically report robustness tests to support their
findings (Young and Holsteen, 2017).

Pre-registering parts of a study significantly reduces the risk of erroneously reporting a statistically-
significant treatment effect, with all elements playing a role: registering the econometric model (-1.4
percentage points), the set of covariates (-3.5 pp) and the exclusion rule (-14.4 pp), and correcting
the significance threshold via a Bonferroni adjustment (-21.7 pp). Complete pre-registration, as
would be found in a RR, has the largest impact. In this case, researchers only have a 5% chance of
erroneously reporting a statistically-significant treatment effect, which is precisely the significance
level of 5% that they targeted. From a statistical perspective, it is obvious that pre-registrations
can help mitigate the inflation of false positive results only if all aspects are covered, but it is often
not the case. RRs are an effective way of reviewing (and adjusting) a study’s analysis plan before
it becomes too late, i.e. prior to data collection.

Figure 2: Illustration of the risks of non-registration in inflating the number of studies with positive results.
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3 How to write a Registered Report

RRs are a mix of a standard paper and a pre-registration. On the one hand, RRs are written
as a standard manuscript regarding the abstract, the introduction (the relevance of the research
question and the contribution to the literature), and the theoretical background. On the other hand,
the manuscript must include a data-analysis plan, a sampling plan and a detailed research-design
section. Similar to well-executed pre-registrations, RRs must be specific (a detailed description
of all of the steps from hypothesis to final report), precise (only one possible interpretation), and
exhaustive (exclusion of other steps / deviations from the analysis plan) (Wicherts et al., 2016). The
discussion and conclusion sections can be left blank for Stage-1 submission, or a number of versions
can be written conditional on the results in Stage-2.9 Various templates are proposed online to help
researchers write their RR (e.g., PCI-RR, JDE, and Nature Human Behavior).

In what follows, we discuss the most technical issues of writing a RR: the analysis plan, the
sampling plan, the correction of the significance level, and the smallest effect size of interest. We
mostly provide examples taken from experimental set-ups, but the discussion can be applied to any
analysis involving primary data collection. We also discuss how to include exploratory results in the
Stage-2 manuscript, how to deal with ethics requirements, and how to choose the appropriate journal
for submission. We provide in the Supplementary Materials an example of the most important stages
of a RR with a public good game.

3.1 Analysis Plan

The analysis plan is the core of RRs and has to discuss the following elements, all of which aim to
reduce the researcher’s degree of freedom and so limit p-hacking and HARKing.

Dataset. First, researchers must describe how the data will be collected (e.g., either by the
researchers themselves or a third-party, either through interviews or self-administrated question-
naires), where (e.g., either in a laboratory, on the field or online), and when (time window). They
must commit to a certain number of observations (preferably determined by a power analysis). The
researchers can also decide on the number of observations conditional on quality checks, by for
example continuing data collection up to the point where a given number of observations pass the
quality checks. Researchers also have to explain how they will tackle potentially missing data.

Exclusion rules. At this stage, researchers should indicate their inclusion/exclusion rules. In
particular, these exclusion rules include quality selection via the use of attention checks. For ex-
ample, researchers could decide that participants in an experiment who spend less than 30 seconds
reading the instructions will be excluded from the analysis. Similarly, they could decide that only
participants who successfully answer comprehension questions after reading the instructions will be
included in the analysis. In the case of RCTs, researchers could for example decide to exclude from

9Henderson et al. (2019) is an example of a Stage-1 manuscript with conditional results. https://osf.io/8rq7k

https://osf.io/8rq7k
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their analysis individuals who changed location during the intervention. These exclusion/inclusion
rules can be identical across groups or specific to some of them (e.g., when the comprehension ques-
tions differ for the treatment and control groups). As in unregistered studies, the researchers must
ensure that these inclusion/exclusion rules do not bring about selection effects.

More globally, the exclusion rules should concern all possible types of exclusion decisions. For
instance, researchers should pre-specify, when relevant, how to deal with equipment errors (e.g., a
software crashes for some participants during an experiment in which participants interact), or with
partial participation (e.g., a participant who leaves the room before the end of the session). Running
a pilot experiment is a good way to identify the major exclusion risks in the main experiment and
to decrease the risks of adverse events (e.g., software crash). While the exclusion rule cut-offs might
involve some arbitrariness, researchers should seek to justify them when it is possible.

Construction of the variables of interest. The construction of the outcome and independent
variables has to be explained in detail. These may be taken directly from the dataset (e.g., the
number of tokens given to a public good). Alternatively, they may be a transformation of a variable
directly obtained from the participants (e.g., the log of the contribution) or composite variables
(e.g., the average contribution). For the latter composite variables, it can be important to check
with pilot data whether these have the desired properties (e.g., via Cronbach’s alpha). Alternatively,
researchers can make hypothesis-testing conditional on these desired properties in the final sample
using outcome-neutral tests (see below). It is important to report the nature of all variables (ordinal,
nominal etc.) and the relevant characteristics for data analysis (e.g., the range). It is also important
to prepare for outliers (for instance in the case of open numeric fields) that would need to be
corrected, for example via winsorization above a certain threshold. For simplicity, the description
of the control variables and/or their construction can be put in an Appendix.

Statistical method. The analysis plan, i.e which statistical method to use, needs to be specified.
For instance, the authors can commit to analyzing contributions in a public-good game via a Tobit
regression with individual random effects, sandwich-robust standard errors, correcting for age, gen-
der, and political self-placement. Ideally, the statistical code that will be used to analyze the data
after data collection can be provided. Note that the statistical method should be the same as that
used in the power analysis (see below).

Dealing with outliers. An important challenge for RRs is to define the appropriate method that
one will implement for outliers. Beaumont and Rivest (2009) recall that outliers can be considered
either representative (i.e., large observations that occur in the population) or non-representative
(e.g., large values resulting from reporting errors). Similarly, we can see representative outliers as
legitimate and non-representative outliers as illegitimate using the terminology of Leys et al. (2019).

In our view, legitimate outliers should not be excluded from the dataset as they naturally occur
in the population. However, it might be that the presence of legitimate/representative outliers
significantly impacts the fit of the statistical model. For instance, the presence of large values might
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create a substantial gap between the mean and the median. We identify two strategies to deal with
legitimate outliers. First, researchers can reduce the likelihood of outliers by changing the design
of their survey/experiment before data collection. For instance, asking closed questions instead of
open numeric fields significantly reduces the risks of outliers. Second, researchers can set up in their
RR a protocol about the way they will deal with outliers. For instance, they can explain that they
will winsorize the data above a given threshold and that they will use a censored statistical model
to account for winsorizing. As Leys et al. (2019) underline, keeping or removing outliers always
comes at a cost (either it risks decreasing the quality of the statistical estimation, or we lose some
information).

As far as illegitimate/non-representative outliers are concerned, researchers should seek to min-
imize the risks of occurrence (when relevant) or detail the exclusion/recoding rules. As to minimize
the risks, researchers must test their software before data collection to ensure that only the expected
range of values can be entered. Alternatively, researchers can explain their exclusion/recoding rules.
For instance, they can describe for each variable the possible range of values (e.g., variable X takes
values between 1 to 7 with increments of one), and detail how they will deal with outliers (e.g.,
values above 7 will be recoded as 7, values outside of the pre-specified range will be recoded as
missing).

If researchers fear the emergence of unexpected outliers, Leys et al. (2019) also suggest asking
external judges (e.g., other researchers), who are blind to the research hypotheses, to make a decision
about the way to deal with the outliers. In our view, this strategy can be appealing as it is not
possible to foresee all potential events that could generate outliers. However, we see three risks
associated with this type of procedure. First, editors must ensure that the external judges are
indeed blind to the research hypotheses. For instance, asking an external anonymous reviewer
appointed by the editor might help solve this issue but it would increase the costs of dealing with
RRs for journals. Second, one of the main ideas of pre-registration in general (and, thus, for RRs as
well) is to limit the risks of ex-post justification. HARKing is an important risk because there are
always good reasons ex-post for choosing one approach rather than another. If an external judge
is called to decide on a case, the authors might always come up with convincing reasons for doing
so. Last, another risk is forking : given the observed sample, researchers might seek to change their
estimation/method, which makes the estimation method contingent on the sample.

Hypothesis testing. Last but not least, the hypotheses to be tested (e.g., H0: the treatment has
no impact on the contribution to the public good), and which statistical tests will be carried out
must be stated clearly. RRs have two advantages here, as they avoid any suspicion of data mining.
First, researchers are free to use one-sided tests, which are more appropriate when theory predicts
the direction of the effect. One-sided tests have the advantage of requiring fewer observations for
the same statistical power. Second, researchers can also rely on less-frequently used statistical tools
that may seem more appropriate but can be suspected of p-hacking in unregistered analyses (e.g.,
polychoric correlations). As Dienes (2020) notes, RRs can help in choosing the most appropriate
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test of the theory.
It is important to count the number of hypotheses tested so as to adjust the significance level

(see below). Each additional hypothesis increases the probability of obtaining at least one positive
result (when there is no correction). Sub-group analysis, which postulates a statistically different
effect across groups, also increases the researcher’s degree of freedom. However, testing a variety
of null hypotheses for the same parameter of interest (e.g., H1

0 : θ = θ1 and H2
0 : θ = θ2) does not

increase the researcher’s degree of freedom. Null-hypothesis testing can be carried out by calculating
the confidence interval of the relevant parameter so that a single confidence interval can be used to
rule out multiple hypotheses without increasing the risk of false positives.

Exceptions. There are two exceptions to this general framework. First, RRs do not necessarily
impose the inclusion of hypotheses. When there is no prediction about the sign or size of a coefficient,
authors can simply propose a method to estimate the coefficient without any hypothesis testing. In
this case, authors should still correct their confidence intervals taking into account the number of
parameters of interest they estimate as if they were testing hypotheses. Second, authors can decide
to perform a blinded analysis. We describe in the Supplementary Materials options to perform
blinded analysis, but our general advice is to avoid, if possible, this kind of method.

3.2 Sampling plan: power analysis and sample size

The objective of the power analysis is to determine the number of observations necessary to estimate
a treatment effect. Type-I errors, i.e. the probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis, is
by definition equal to the significance level of α when the test assumptions are met. Type-II errors,
i.e. the probability of not rejecting an incorrect null hypothesis, are usually labeled β. Statistical
power is the probability of successfully rejecting an incorrect null hypothesis and therefore equals
1−β. In an experimental setting, high statistical power indicates that the study is likely to conclude
that a treatment has an effect when it actually does (i.e. low risk of Type-II errors). In practice,
analyses with 1−β ≥ 80% are usually considered sufficiently powered, as they have an at least 80%
chance of concluding that the treatment has an effect when it actually does. However, note that
some journals require higher statistical power (ex: 95% for Nature Human Behavior).

Reporting the statistical power of a study is a central element in empirical research, especially in
confirmatory analyses. In the case of null results (H0 not rejected), readers may not know whether
the lack of statistical significance results from low statistical power (i.e. too few observations)
or from a true null hypothesis (no treatment effect). This follows from statistical power being
a function of the number of observations: more observations lead to more-precise estimates (i.e.
smaller standard errors) and thus to tighter confidence intervals. A greater number of observations
increases the probability of successfully rejecting the null hypothesis, i.e. statistical power. As the
number of observations rises, not rejecting the null hypothesis becomes stronger evidence for the
absence of a treatment effect.

The power-analysis section aims to estimate the statistical power (1 − β). Some statistical
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software proposes packages and functions that directly estimate the statistical power of simple
tests. For instance, the R function pwr.t.test() reports the statistical power of a t-test. The STATA
package powerBBK developed by Bellemare et al. (2016) can also be used to calculate power for
linear, binary, and censored models. However, researchers may need to use specific statistical models
for which there are no available statistical power functions. We here present the general method
that will allow researchers to calculate the statistical power of their model.

The general idea of power analysis is to simulate data assuming that we know the data-generating
process and to estimate the probability that this statistical model successfully rejects the null
hypothesis given the assumed effect size. The process can be summarized as follows:

1. Set the seed so that the same results are produced every time we run the code.

2. Set the parameters of interest: the parameters necessary to generate the data (ϕ; e.g., the
standard deviation of the outcome variable), the number of simulations S, the sample size N ,
and the significance level α.

3. For each simulation from 1 to S:

(a) Generate a dataset using the assumed data-generating process with θ and N .

(b) Calculate the test statistics from the statistical model under consideration (e.g., a t-value
from a linear regression).

(c) Report whether the model rejects the null hypothesis (e.g., no difference in means between
the treated and control groups).

4. Calculate the average frequency of rejecting the null hypothesis, which is an estimate of
statistical power.

We show in the Supplementary Materials an example of power analysis using the above algorithm
for a public good game.

Power Analysis from pilot data Note that the data-generating process can sometimes be
difficult to infer (e.g., messy data). For instance, in some cases, the distribution of the pilot data
does not correspond to any standard statistical distribution. In these cases, power can be simulated
by bootstrapping the empirical pre-test data (e.g., data from previous papers or pilot data). This
method is valid as long as the pre-test data can be assumed to be representative of the population of
interest. This is however unlikely to hold for data from published works if we assume some form of
publication bias (i.e., we have access to a distorted distribution of the data). Importantly, researchers
should not use the effect size observed in the pilot data to run the statistical power analysis. Indeed,
this would lead to a follow-up bias, i.e., only studies with pilot data that report a sufficiently large
effect size (and thus a sufficiently low sample size requirement) would be implemented (Albers and
Lakens, 2018). The researchers should use the pilot data to simulate the data-generating process
but must set the effect size of interest with another approach (see the smallest effect size of interest
below).
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Statistical model. The statistical model used in the power analysis has to be that which will
effectively be used in the data analysis. The structure of the data therefore has to be anticipated:
the nature of the outcome variable (e.g., binary, censored, or ordered), unobserved heterogeneity
or interdependence (robust or clustered standard errors), and so on. The statistical model can
be conditional if there is uncertainty about the distribution of the data to be collected (see the
outcome-neutral tests below).

Design feedback. Power analyses can help researchers improve the design of their experiment.
For example, continuous variables contain more information than binary variables, but continuous
decisions might be less intuitive for participants or might have less external validity. Researchers
who face a trade-off between the complexity (or external validity) of an experiment and statistical
power can assess the benefits of continuous over dummy variables by calculating the statistical
power and looking at the number of observations that they are able to collect (for example due to
budget considerations). Similarly, researchers might be tempted to have their participants play a
game several times in a row (e.g., a repeated public-good game) to produce more observations (that
will however not be independent). Nevertheless, participants who stay longer in the laboratory
are likely to be paid more, which reduces the number of participants. Researchers might therefore
hesitate between having more repeated observations or more participants with fewer observations
per participant. Running a statistical power analysis with a clustered linear regression can help to
establish the best design in terms of statistical power.

Calibration. A key condition for power analysis is the anticipation of the structure of the data
that will be collected and the correct estimation of the data-generating process (DGP) for the tar-
geted sample. As discussed above, power analysis requires some information about the distribution
of the variables of interest or about the control group at least. The best way to calibrate the simula-
tions is to collect pilot data using the same experimental design and population as in the upcoming
experiment. When this is not possible, a second-best solution is to look at similar situations in the
literature (e.g., similar country and cohort). If no data is available, a third-best solution is to infer
how participants are expected to behave from similar games. A last-resort solution is to calibrate
the DGP arbitrarily, to carry out the power analysis under different scenarios, and take the most
conservative estimate from these analyses. Last, it should be noted that the calibration is used to
define the expected effect size in the DGP, which is different from the effect size that is tested under
the null hypothesis. For instance, researchers may anticipate an effect size of 0.5, but be interested
in testing whether the actual effect size is above 0.2. In this case, they would simulate the data
assuming θ = 0.5, and would then test whether the estimated coefficient θ̂ is statistically larger
than 0.2 (H0 : θ ≤ 0.2).

Outcome-neutral tests. The validity of power analyses is affected when there is sufficient un-
certainty about the way participants will behave. For instance, an ex-ante power analysis may
largely underestimate the number of censored observations in the baseline condition. In this case,
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an ex-post power analysis might show that the study is underpowered for the detection of the
originally-assumed effect size with sufficiently-high probability (e.g., 1− β = 80%).

If researchers anticipate this risk, they can propose outcome-neutral tests. These tests have no
economic value regarding the research questions of the paper, and only check whether the statistical
tests used to address the research questions are relevant given the data collected. For instance, a
decision rule could be to run a regression of a binary variable on a treatment dummy only if the
share of ones is below 90% of the observations. Similarly, for Likert-scale questions, a researcher
can state ex-ante that she will run the planned statistical tests only if under 40% of the data is
censored at the higher limit (ceiling effect) or the lower limit (floor effect).

One convenient solution for outcome-neutral tests is to condition the statistical test on an ex-post
power analysis. Once the data has been collected, statistical power can be calculated using the same
method as prior to data collection but calibrating the data-generating process to the data collected.
In their ex-ante power analysis, researchers might have for example estimated a statistical power
of 90%, but, as they misperceived the structure of the data, the ex-post statistical power might
be only 70%. To ensure sufficient statistical power, researchers might therefore commit to running
a statistical test only if the ex-post statistical power to estimate the pre-registered effect is above
80%. Importantly, ex-post statistical power should be estimated using the effect size assumed in
the registered sampling plan and not the observed effect size.10 Note that if an outcome-neutral
test fails and the researchers cannot run their main test of interest, one fewer hypothesis is tested,
reducing the statistical stringency required for the other tests (e.g., via a less-conservative Bonferroni
adjustment). Based on this, researchers must define the most appropriate statistical tests. One of
the advantages of RRs is to allow researchers to use more uncommon statistical tests that fit best
their analysis but that would be rejected.

More generally, outcome-neutral tests can be included in the Stage-1 manuscript to ensure good
internal validity of the experiment. For instance, researchers might want to run their statistical
analysis only if their treatment successfully affected participants in the way they expected. Con-
ditioning statistical analysis on the result of a manipulation check might be a way to ensure that
the experiment successfully generates the conditions necessary to estimate the treatment effect the
authors have in mind. The only limit is that the outcome-neutral test should remain neutral to the
main hypotheses the researchers are willing to test.

Alternative methods for sample size definition. In some cases, it might not be possible for
the researchers to define an appropriate sample size with an a priori power analysis or to define
a stopping rule for data collection. In these cases, researchers can justify the sample size in other
ways. Lakens (2022) describes five alternative ways of justifying sample size. First, the author
notes that, whenever researchers can access the entire population under consideration (or almost all
of it), they require no sample size justification. Ultimately, when the researchers have population

10Calculating statistical power based on the observed effect size would indeed be a form of tautology: observed
effect sizes that are not statistically significant are indeed more likely to have low statistical power. See Althouse
(2021) for a brief discussion.
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data, they do not do statistical tests, as there is no uncertainty about the population’s parameters
(i.e., they are observed). Second, researchers might face constrained resources, which can limit
the amount of data they can collect. Lakens suggests that this happens much more often than
it is usually discussed, as researchers are reluctant to spend all their budget on one study, and
thus face a trade-off between the value of the information the data can provide and the costs of
collecting these data. Collecting a few observations can still be preferable to collecting no data as
(i) it might still do better than a simple coin flip, and (ii) these data might contribute to a later
meta-analysis. In this case, researchers might state clearly their resource constraints and report the
statistical power of their sample size. Third, researchers might seek a given level of precision for
their estimates. In this case, they can justify the sample size by looking at the confidence interval
of their estimates. For instance, we know that the standard error is a function of the square root of
the sample size, such that for any assumed standard deviation, researchers can compute the sample
size that will yield a desired confidence interval for the mean. Fourth, the author mentions that
some authors might be willing to use heuristics like rules of thumb to justify sample size. However,
these heuristics are often "based on weak logic, and not widely applicable", which is why we do not
recommend it. Last, researchers might not necessarily have an inferential goal, and might therefore
not have a good sample size justification. The author recommends here to be honest about it and
to state it clearly in the paper. They can still discuss the smallest effect size of interest (see below),
the minimal statistically detectable effect, or other statistical measures associated with the chosen
sample size.

Sequential Analysis. Alternatively, researchers might be willing to adopt another approach to
data collection. Instead of defining a given sample size (either with a power analysis or with other
justifications), researchers might want to collect data up to the point where the sample fulfills
pre-specified statistical properties. For instance, researchers that are interested in estimating an
elasticity might want to have a sufficiently high pre-specified precision level and might want to
stop data collection once the confidence interval is sufficiently small. In this case, researchers
might want to implement a sequential analysis which consists in repeatedly analyzing results while
data collection is still in progress and stopping when the sample satisfies the desired pre-specified
properties.

The main advantage of sequential analysis is that researchers might need to collect less data than
originally planned. For instance, if researchers are able to reject the null hypothesis after half of the
data are collected, they do not need to gather additional observations to increase statistical power
(as they already reject the null), which can reduce costs. However, the associated challenge consists
in correcting the statistical analysis to account for the increased risks of Type-1 errors. Analyzing
the data at several stages of the data collection increases the chances of wrongfully rejecting the null
hypothesis. Intuitively, the more researchers analyze the data at intermediary points, the higher
the chances of Type-1 errors. Lakens (2014) provides rationales and examples for implementing
sequential analyses and correcting the statistical analyses.
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3.3 Significance-level correction

A central requirement for RR analyses is the correction of the significance level for multiple-
hypothesis testing. As shown in Section 2, with multiple statistical tests we need to correct for
the number of hypotheses to obtain a Family-Wise Error Rate (FWER) of α (where α is the signifi-
cance level for one single hypothesis test). We discuss below the question of families of hypotheses.

Three general methods have been proposed to correct for excessive Type-I errors under multiple-
hypothesis testing. We show in the Supplementary Materials an example of an implementation using
a public good game, a dictator game, and a money-burning game. The first and best-known is the
Bonferroni adjustment. With this adjustment, a researcher who wants to run L statistical tests
with the standard α = 5% significance threshold should reject the null hypothesis if the associated
p-value is less than or equal to α

L . The implementation of the Bonferroni correction in the power
analysis and the final analysis is straightforward.

The Bonferroni adjustment has however been criticized for being too conservative, as it increases
Type-II errors (Clarke et al., 2020). A second method, the Holm or Holm-Bonferroni correction, is
considered to be more powerful as it keeps the FWER weakly below α but produces fewer Type-II
errors. The intuition behind the Holm-correction is to reduce the Bonferroni adjustment according
to the number of remaining hypotheses to be tested. We compare the lowest p-value to the threshold
α
L , the second-lowest to α

L−1 , and so on up to the last p-value.11

Third, the Romano-Wolf multiple-hypothesis testing correction has gained in popularity in recent
years (Romano and Wolf, 2005). This has been shown to provide greater power (i.e. a greater
probability of successfully rejecting the null hypothesis) as compared to the Bonferroni and Holm
corrections. The main idea behind the Romano-Wolf correction is that the Bonferroni and Holm
corrections assume a worst-case dependence structure among the p-values, which is close to the
individual p-values being independent of each other (Clarke et al., 2020). However, if there is a
dependence between the p-values, the Bonferroni and Holm corrections are too conservative.

The intuition is as follows: if a treatment affects pro-social behaviors, the p-values of the treat-
ment effects in the public-good and dictator games are very likely to be correlated as they (partially)
result from the same underlying attitudes. In this case, it is natural for the probability of rejecting
a second null hypothesis to be larger after having rejected the first. The Bonferroni and Holm
corrections are here too conservative as they do not consider this conditional probability. The
Romano-Wolf correction takes the dependence between the p-values into account by resampling the
data and estimating the dependence structure of the p-values. We provide more details about the
implementation of these methods in the Supplementary Materials.

Last, note that the Bonferroni, Holm, and Romano-Wolf corrections aim to guarantee an FWER
of α. In other words, an FWER correction with α = 0.05 ensures that, out of 100 studies, on average,
5 will report at least one incorrect rejection of a null hypothesis (i.e. 5 studies with at least one
Type-I error). Alternatively, researchers may wish to minimize the False Discovery Rate (FDR),
which is the expected proportion of false rejections out of all rejections. Some methods, such as the

11The iterative process stops as soon as the researchers are not able to reject a hull hypothesis.
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Benjamini-Hochberg correction, focus on the FDR rather than the FWER (Thissen et al., 2002).
We here focus on FWER-correction methods as they are more conservative than FDR-correction
methods, but some researchers may instead target the FDR.

The price of hypotheses. The correction methods show the statistical costs of multiple-hypothesis
testing. The more hypotheses to be tested, the lower the p-values needed to reject the null hypoth-
esis, and, thus, the more observations are needed to obtain sufficient statistical power. In other
words, every additional hypothesis to test (or, more globally, every additional parameter of interest
to estimate) comes at a price, whether it be a new outcome variable, a new treatment, or a new
subgroup analysis. Consider again the example given in Section 3.1, in which researchers wish to
establish whether a treatment affects contributions and punishment in a public-good game. Here,
the researchers have to take into account that they are testing two hypotheses. Suppose now that
they want to test the effect of an additional treatment on the two outcome variables, and explore
the heterogeneity of the treatment effect with respect to political preferences (e.g., Independent,
Left-wing, and Right-wing). Exploring every possible combination yields 12 hypotheses to test (2
outcome variables × 2 treatments × 3 subgroups), requiring harsher statistical correction (e.g., α

12

for the Bonferroni correction).12 It then follows that researchers ultimately face a trade-off between
the number of hypotheses to test and their physical constraints (financial or organizational con-
straints on sample size). Research that does not correct for multiple-hypothesis testing will not
reveal the true statistical costs of testing multiple hypotheses (by concealing the costs of increased
Type-I errors).

Reduction of dimensionality. The cost of multiple-hypothesis testing can be limited by reduc-
ing the dimensionality of the data and thus the number of hypotheses. For instance, researchers
sometimes expect a treatment to affect a latent attitude that they capture through multiple out-
come variables. In this case, they can aggregate outcomes into one single composite variable and
test the null hypothesis on this variable only.

Espinosa and Treich (2021) asked whether moderate and radical discourses of animal-advocacy
NGOs significantly affect people’s willingness to engage in animal welfare. There were four outcome
variables: a donation to an animal charity, signing two petitions (one against intensive farming,
and one for vegetarian meals at school), and a subscription to a newsletter to help the adoption
of plant-based diets. Here, a Bonferroni adjustment with α = 0.05 would imply the rejection of
the null hypothesis if the p-value is below 0.0125. However, the authors instead decided in the
pre-registered plan to run a principal component analysis (PCA) on these four dimensions and then
carry out the statistical tests on this composite indicator. As such, the null hypothesis is rejected
if the p-value is 0.05 or below.

Reducing the dimensionality of the outcome variables is an attractive remedy to the cost of
12List et al. (2019) propose a novel and less-restrictive approach to deal with the simultaneous testing of null

hypotheses. The results show improvements over the Holm and Bonferroni corrections, but continue to indicate the
price of testing an additional hypothesis.
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multiple-hypothesis testing. The challenge is to ensure that all of the results of the composite index
(which can be any pre-specified transformation of the outcome variables) successfully capture the
latent dimension over which we expect the treatment to have an effect. In the case of a PCA, we can
check from pilot data that the first dimension does indeed correspond to the latent factor we have
in mind. We can also pre-specify the dimensions that will be retained based on their correlation
with the original outcome variables (e.g., to be positively correlated with X and Y, and negatively
correlated with Z). Alternatively, we can set up an outcome-neutral test (see above) and commit to
running the statistical test only if the PCA yields results that are consistent with the expectations
set out in the analysis plan.

Families of hypotheses. The above correction methods (Bonferroni, Holm, and Romano-Wolf)
aim to produce a Family-Wise Error Rate of α. The correction must therefore take into account the
number of hypotheses within each family of hypotheses/tests. The challenge is then how to define
statistical families. As Dienes (2022) underlines, it could be said that a family consists of all of the
tests relevant to a theory, but theories actually appear in hierarchies. For instance, we could run
several series of tests, but if the series come from the same general theory, should we consider all of
the tests as part of the same family?

List et al. (2019) argue that dependence between null hypotheses arises for at least three rea-
sons: when a treatment can affect several outcomes, when a treatment can affect one outcome but
differently so across subgroups (a heterogeneous treatment effect), and when there are multiple
treatments of interest that can affect the same outcome. Taken separately, each refers to a family
of hypotheses that are dependent, as they share the same treatments or outcome variables. At
one extreme, all of the hypotheses in a study are in the same family. This is the case for most
experiments in economics. For instance, if we look at the effect of introducing cheap talk into a
public-good game on both punishment and contribution decisions, the two hypotheses are in the
same family. Equally, if we further ask whether introducing centralized sanctions could also affect
the same punishment and contribution decisions via an additional treatment, all four hypotheses
will also be in the same family.

At the other extreme, we can think of analyses with distinct families of hypotheses. Consider for
example an experiment with four samples (two control and two treatment groups) and two separate
treatments, which analyzes distinct outcome variables. In this case, the two series of hypotheses
would not be in the same family, and the number of hypotheses in each family should be controlled
for separately. Ultimately, the question is whether the two series of hypotheses stem from the same
theory (i.e. the effect of social norms on pro-social behaviors). As Dienes (2022) underlines, if
the two series of hypotheses aim to test the same theory of how social norms affect contribution
decisions, they are part of the same family.
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3.4 The smallest effect size of interest

Statistical significance is not the same as economic significance (McCloskey and Ziliak, 1996; Ziliak
and McCloskey, 2004). Many interventions may have a statistically-significant effect on behavior,
but with an effect size that is economically negligible. As we can see in big-data analysis, many
variables will have statistically-significant impacts with a large-enough number of observations, as
confidence intervals shrink as a result.

Researchers must therefore not only focus on the statistical significance of their results but also
on their expected social impact, i.e. their economic significance. For instance, if an intervention
significantly increases charity donations by 1 dollar per individual but costs 1.2 dollars to implement
it is not economically viable. However, were the intervention to increase donations by over 1.2
dollars it becomes economically attractive. More generally, economists should identify interventions
for which the benefits outweigh the costs (Glennerster and Takavarasha, 2013).

Previous work has proposed to consider the Smallest Effect Size Of Interest (SESOI) in RRs
(Lakens, 2014), i.e. the minimum effect size s below which an intervention is not economically
significant. Researchers then wish to evaluate not only whether an intervention has an effect that
is different from 0 (H0 : θ ≤ 0), but also whether this estimated effect is significantly larger than
the SESOI (H0 : θ ≤ s).

Defining the SESOI. This is an important step in the RR analysis, as it produces a set of
hypotheses to test. If the SESOI is not set before data collection, it becomes vulnerable to p-
hacking or HARKing in the same way as standard hypotheses. The difficulty is to define ex-ante
the appropriate SESOI. A number of procedures have been proposed in the literature to define
the SESOI. Lakens et al. (2018) distinguish objective justifications (e.g., theory-driven hypothesis,
minimal clinically important difference) and subjective justifications (e.g., using benchmarks, related
studies, or smallest observed effect size that could have been significant in a previous study) for
choosing the SESOI. Dienes (2021) presents four heuristics for the choice of SESOI. Researchers
can first use the opinion of end users or experts to determine the minimal effect that is of interest.
For example, a firm might be willing to implement a nudge on its platform only if it increases
sales by over 1 percent. Second, researchers can determine the SESOI on an outcome variable by
looking at its impact on a third variable. For example, we might want to support employment by
reinforcing job training. Imagine that previous work had shown that a two percentage-points rise in
job training increased the probability of employment by one percentage point. Further assume that
the job-training policy under consideration is economically worthwhile if it increases the probability
of finding a job by at least 5 percentage points. In this case, the SESOI for the intervention on
job training probability would be 10 percentage points. Third, if previous work has considered the
same outcome variable (as in replication studies or meta-analyses), we can take the lower bound
of the 95% Confidence Interval in these analyses as the SESOI. Last, we can take into account the
economic importance of an effect. For instance, a policymaker may wish to implement a policy only
if it increases social welfare. The benefits of the policy must therefore outweigh the costs, implying
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a SESOI that is equal to the expected costs of the policy.

Power analysis with SESOI. The use of a SESOI can be twofold. First, it can be used to
discuss whether the observed effect size is economically relevant. Second, it can also be used in
power analysis. On the one hand, researchers might indeed be willing to design their study so that
they have at least 80% chance of rejecting the null hypothesis of no effect when the true effect size
is equal to the SESOI. On the other hand, the researchers might be interested in rejecting the null
hypothesis of an effect smaller than the SESOI, like in the Sequential Unilateral Hypothesis testing
(SUHT) process described below. In this case, the authors compute the probability of successfully
claiming that the effect size is significantly larger than the SESOI given an expected effect size (that
is different from the SESOI).

Equivalence testing. It is well-known that the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence
(Altman and Bland, 1995). However, when researchers fail to reject the null hypothesis of no effect,
they can still learn from the data and find some evidence for no effect (Dienes, 2021). Researchers
willing to use all the information conveyed by the data can use equivalence testing. As Lakens
(2017) notes, researchers who fail at rejecting a null hypothesis might be willing to report to which
extent their findings tend to support the null. In equivalence tests, researchers are able to define
an upper and lower equivalence bound using the SESOI. For instance, with the two one-sided tests
(TOST) procedure, researchers can run two successive one-sided tests to figure out whether the
observed effect size is between two boundaries (i.e., whether the effect size is significantly larger or
smaller the SESOI). Several resources are available for equivalence testing. Lakens (2017) presents
several equivalence tests for t-test, correlations, and meta-analyses. Lakens et al. (2018) distinguish
different possible outcomes following equivalence testing, and discuss the statistical and practical
significance.

Sequential Unilateral Hypothesis testing. More generally, successive unilateral testing can
provide important information to the researchers even in case of positive results. We provide here
an example of a process, which we call the sequential unilateral hypothesis testing (SUHT) taken
from Espinosa et al. (2022). Imagine that researchers want to estimate the effect of an intervention
(θ) and have pre-defined a SESOI of s > 0. We can distinguish between a number of scenarios,
as summarized in Figure 3. We can first determine whether the intervention has an economically-
significant impact on the outcome variable, i.e. whether θ > s, by testing H1

0 : θ ≤ s. If we reject
the null hypothesis, we can conclude that the intervention does have an economically-significant
impact. If we do not reject H1

0 , we can still learn whether the data support a negative result, a zero
result, or whether the statistical evidence is too weak to draw a conclusion.

If H1
0 is not rejected, we can ask whether the intervention has an effect significantly below the

SESOI (H2
0 : θ ≥ s). By rejecting H2

0 , we know that the intervention has an effect that is under s.
We can then further determine whether the intervention is a failure (reducing the outcome variable,
H3

0 : θ ≥ 0), weakly successful (increasing the outcome variable by between 0 and s, H4
0 : θ ≤ 0), or
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is one or the other of the two scenarios (failure or weakly successful) but we do not have sufficient
statistical power to determine which. If we do not reject H2

0 , we cannot exclude the possibility
that the intervention is economically/fully successful (an effect size above s). We can still however
determine whether we can reject that the intervention is a failure (with a negative effect on the
outcome variable, H4

0 ).

Figure 3: Illustration of the Sequential Unilateral Hypothesis Testing (SUHT)

Note that all of these tests have to be run with the appropriate significance level, via Bonferroni
or Holm corrections if more than one outcome variables are considered. Although we explore several
null hypotheses for the SESOI analysis (from H1

0 to H4
0 ), all of the tests apply to the same outcome

variable and are therefore counted as a unique hypothesis in terms of multiple-hypothesis testing.
This process is equivalent to evaluating the confidence interval of the estimated coefficient. The
decision rule shown in Figure 3 can also be expressed in terms of confidence intervals, as in Figure
A1 in the Appendix. The decision rule with successive null hypotheses is easier to implement, given
that we are interested in one-sided tests (i.e. whether the treatment effect is larger than the SESOI).
We show in the Supplementary Materials how to perform a power analysis with SUHT.

3.5 Exploratory analysis and deviations from Stage-1

The main benefit of RRs is to clarify the distinction between exploratory and confirmatory anal-
yses. Exploratory analyses are useful for science, as they enable researchers to look for potential
associations that they had not expected or uncover the most appropriate way of estimating the
associations given the distribution of the data. In confirmatory analyses, researchers commit to the
test of a hypothesis that is derived from theory or previous exploratory analyses. The two types of
analyses have different objectives: exploratory analyses look for unexpected associations between
variables while minimizing the risk of false negatives, while confirmatory analyses aim to establish
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an expected relationship between variables while minimizing the risk of false positives. Confirma-
tory analyses limit the extent of innovation but offer stronger statistical evidence than exploratory
analyses.

The two types of analyses can both contribute to science if there is a clear distinction between
them. RRs do not prevent researchers from learning from the data but are mostly designed for con-
firmatory analyses. When researchers detect unexpected and interesting results in their data, they
have two options. The first is to report their findings in a dedicated section in the manuscript that
clearly notes that the analyses were not included in Stage-1 (Chambers et al., 2014). Alternatively,
if the data contain numerous findings that were not in Stage-1, researchers can write a separate
article based on these additional findings. In this case, the findings must be transparently reported
as exploratory or post-hoc results, and the original RR can still be published. Ideally, the original
RR is published before, but in some cases, it might be acceptable if the follow-up study is published
first (e.g., original Stage-1 RR or preprint is available online). The original RR must be cited to
ensure that readers know upfront that the study was not registered and will take into account the
weaker statistical strength of the evidence.

RRs, authors should primarily discuss the registered results of their work in the abstract and
in the conclusion to avoid any confusion between the two types of statistical results. Exploratory
and confirmatory analyses can then be seen as the two extreme points on a range reflecting the
researcher’s degree of freedom. Deviations from Stage-1 can be seen as a shift in this dimension,
i.e. a departure from the perfect restriction of the researcher’s degree of freedom. Deviations from
Stage-1 can of course be justified, as researchers cannot necessarily anticipate all of the aspects of the
data collection and analysis. However, they do introduce ex-post arbitrariness into the analysis and,
therefore, reduce the statistical strength of the evidence. Researchers should limit any deviations
from Stage-1, but should be open to doing so when a central element of the study is at stake.

In all cases, researchers must contact the editor as soon as possible. If the deviations from Stage-
1 are discussed before data collection but after the Stage-1 was accepted, researchers should explain
these deviations in a footnote in the Stage-2 manuscript and should mention that the agreement of
the editor was obtained before data collection. If deviations are discussed after data collection, the
editor can decide either to accept the deviation (which must be explicitly mentioned in the Stage-2)
or to ask the authors to stick to their commitment. Generally, we recommend using the second
solution and presenting the alternative analysis in the exploratory result section.

3.6 Levels of RRs

RRs follow a set of rules and procedures that have to be respected to ensure the quality of results.
Even though it is optimal to write a RR without any existing data prior to In-Principle Acceptance
(IPA), there may be scenarios where the authors have already collected or have access to some form
of existing data and wish to commit to the RR format. Here, the quality of the results is affected,
but a RR is still possible. To address this issue and reduce the bias from prior data observation,
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PCI-RR13 proposes a scale to assess the quality of a RR prior to IPA. Authors self-select the level
that applies to their study on a scale from 1 (the lowest quality) to 6 (the highest).

Any RR based on uncollected data (i.e. data that will be generated after the IPA) is automat-
ically given the highest grade, as the authors cannot see the data prior to the IPA. This criterion
only applies to data that will be analyzed in Stage-2 and not to any pilot data (e.g., that collected
to calibrate the power analysis). The other five levels refer to existing data and reflect the authors’
data access prior to the IPA. Level 5 applies if the authors rely on existing data but do not have
current access to it (e.g., the data is guarded and will only be accessible post-IPA). In Level 4, the
data is accessible but the authors certify that they have not downloaded or accessed it in any form.
Level 3 is an extension of Level 4, with the difference that the authors have access to the data but
certify that they have not observed it yet. In Level 2, the authors have access to the data and have
already observed most of it, but not enough to answer their research question. Level 1 is the same
as Level 2, except that the authors have observed enough data to be able to answer their research
question but have not carried out their pre-registered analyses. Levels 1 through 4 are subject to
bias and asymmetric information, as they rely mostly on the researchers’ honesty. The PCI-RR
thus recommends that authors in these categories adopt multiple steps to minimize the bias (e.g.,
conservative thresholds, blinded analysts, and robustness testing). Table 3 sums up the RR levels
and provides specific examples for each level.

Table 2: PCI-RR levels of Registered Reports with examples.

Assessing the level of a RR is important for both researchers and journals. For the former, this
13Peer Community In RRs (PCI RR) is a researcher-run, non-profit, and non-commercial platform that reviews

and recommends pre-prints RRs.
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allows the self-identification of the degree of familiarity with the data and the decision of whether
a RR is the appropriate format. For example, if a researcher has already collected data and wishes
to publish in a journal that only accepts Level-6 submissions, a RR might not be appropriate.
This step allows for self-selection and ensures the quality of the results post-IPA. For journals, this
reduces the risk of bias from prior data observation and guarantees ex-ante hypotheses formulation.
Requiring a minimum level of RRs acts as a quality signal for journals, and a number have set
minimum quality levels. Journals such as Nature Human Behaviour and Experimental Psychology
only accept RRs for which prior data observation is impossible (Level-6 submissions), while Cortex
and Royal Society Open Science accept submissions as low as Level 2. In economics, the Journal of
Development Economics (JDE) only accepts Level-6 submissions.14

3.7 Checklist

The above discussion has focused on the most technical aspects of the RRs. In Table 3, we provide
a checklist of the elements that must be included in a RR, adapted from Olken (2015). This list can
be used by authors when writing their RR or by referees when reviewing a paper. Each category
of the checklist is important, as leaving one category unaddressed can substantially increase the
researcher’s degrees of freedom and, thus, the risk of the inflation of positive results. The advantage
of RR over pre-registration without review is that referees and editors can make sure that all of
the aspects are covered prior to data collection. It is also beneficial for researchers, who can ensure
that they have not omitted an important aspect that could otherwise lead to rejection after data
collection.

3.8 Study-design table

Last but not least, some journals require authors to submit a study-design table together with
their paper. This table summarizes the different elements of the analysis plan. A number of
variants of the study-design table exist, but this must at least include for each research question
the associated hypothesis (prediction), sampling plan, analysis plan, and interpretation given to the
different outcomes. Study-design tables are very valuable for referees and editors to clearly identify
the key elements of the RRs. We provide an example in the Supplementary Materials.

14All of the information for the submission of RRs to the JDE are available on the dedicated website: http://jde-
preresultsreview.org/. The Journal of Political Economy and Q-Open have not specified any submission level for RRs
at present.
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Table 3: Checklist for Registered Reports

Item Check
Outcome variables Do the authors explain their outcome variables and how they will be

constructed?
Hypothesis testing Do the authors describe which tests they will run and the total number

of tests?
Sample size Do the authors provide a good rationale for the sample size?
Covariates Do the authors explain which covariates they plan to include in a multi-

variate analysis (if relevant)?
Exclusion rule Do the authors explain how the final sample will be constructed by set-

ting out the exclusion and inclusion rules?
Statistical model specification Do the authors explain in detail which statistical model they plan to

use (e.g., a linear model, clustered standard errors, estimation by ML or
GMM, etc.)?

Power analysis Do the authors provide a power analysis that shows their tests’ expected
statistical power (in the statistical model that they committed to use)?

Outcome-neutral tests Do the authors make some tests conditional and, if so, do they describe
the conditions?

Subgroup analysis If the authors plan to explore the heterogeneity of the treatment effect,
do they set out how they plan to do so? Do they also provide a statistical
power analysis?

Significance adjustment Do the authors explain how they plan to account for multiple-hypothesis
testing (e.g., a Bonferroni, Holm, or Romano Wolf adjustment)?

Smallest effect size If the authors discuss the economic significance of their results, do they
adequately explain the smallest effect size of interest?

Exploratory analyses At Stage-2, if the authors discuss unregistered results, do they clearly
state that these results were not registered?

3.9 Ethics approval for Stage-1

Researchers may need to take into account the flexibility of their ethics committee before submitting
a Stage-1 RR. Ethics committees have different approval methods, and journals have different ethics
requirements that may influence the flow of a Stage-1 submission. Researchers need to check whether
their ethics committee allows for deviations from the original proposal and if deviations must be
re-evaluated and re-approved. If the ethics committee is flexible and allows for minor deviations,
researchers may seek ethics approval before Stage-1 submission so that any (reasonable) suggestion
from the reviewers can be taken into account without an ethics proposal resubmission. Researchers
who obtained ethics approval for a Stage-1 submission need to ensure that any changes to the
experimental protocol made during the Stage-1 reviewing process stay within the ethics approval
and should report any major changes.

Whenever the ethics committee is not flexible, researchers should refer to the journal’s ethics
approval policy for Stage-1 submissions and proceed accordingly. If the journal does not require
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ethics approval, researchers can submit the Stage-1 and seek ethics approval after receiving the
IPA. In case a journal policy does require ethics approval, researchers can seek it after IPA or while
the Stage-1 review is ongoing. However, researchers should also contact the journal to request
information on the best way to proceed.

Finally, if the journal requests ethics approval, researchers may want to obtain a protocol vali-
dation from the ethics committee prior to the Stage-1 submission. Researchers can then proceed to
the Stage-1 submission and, if any changes occurred after the Stage-1 review process, seek a second
ethics approval once the IPA is secured. All this information is summarized in Figure 4 from OSF.
As with most RRs procedures, researchers must plan ahead and take into account the specificity of
the ethics committee before moving along in the publication process.

Figure 4: RRs ethics approval flowchart from the Open Science Framework

3.10 Choosing the appropriate journal

Researchers might consider several criteria to choose the appropriate journal to submit their RR.
First, economists are currently limited by the number of economic journals that accept RRs, al-
though it is very likely to increase in the coming years as it happened in other fields. To this date,
we are only aware of the following journals accepting RRs: the Journal of Development Economics,
Q-Open, the Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Entrepreneurship Theory and
Practice, Review of Finance, Quality of Life, and the Journal of the Economic Science Association
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(JESA). The Journal of Political Economy: Micro and Energy Economics further announced that
they plan to accept RRs soon. Second, economists might also consider here the type of RRs that are
accepted by these journals. For example, JESA has announced that it accepts RRs for replication
studies only at this time. It is very likely that journals will develop their own guidelines and will ac-
cept only specific types of RRs (e.g., experiments, surveys, meta-analysis, and replications). Third,
journals will also differ in the strength of evidence they will require. This relates for instance to
the "levels" of RR that we presented in Table 2. For instance, Advances in Methods and Practices
in Psychological Science accepts Level-1 RRs (and above), while Experimental Psychology accepts
Level-6 RRs only. Another dimension relating to the strength of evidence is statistical power. For
instance, Nature Human Behavior requires an a priori power of 0.95 or higher. The Center for
Open Science (COS) offers on its website a useful resource to keep track of some journals that
accept RRs.15

Alternatively, researchers can also submit their RR to PCI-RR. The Peer-Community-In Regis-
tered Reports is a free and transparent community of researchers that review RRs. Some researchers
serve as recommenders, i.e., they act as editors during the peer-review process and can recommend
the final manuscript to a list of journals that take part in the initiative. The PCI-RR ‘friendly’
journals commit to accepting without further peer review any manuscript that achieves a positive
final recommendation from PCI RR while also meeting any additional procedural requirements that
do not require further scientific evaluation by the journal. Unlike submissions to specific journals,
PCI-RR allows for all kinds of RRs (e.g., meta-analysis, replications, novel studies). The level of
the RR is clearly mentioned in the recommendation of the manuscript. It allows for incremental
RRs and qualitative research. Once the Stage-2 manuscript is accepted, researchers are free to sub-
mit their work to a journal that does not participate in PCI-RR. Submitting to PCI-RR presents
several advantages (peer-review by experts in RRs, multiple participating journals, a wider range of
RRs considered, open science) but researchers, especially young scholars, might seek In-Principle-
Acceptance of a prestigious journal that is not part of the initiative.

4 Conclusion

The current production of scientific knowledge is subject to the artificial inflation of statistically-
significant results. This inflation results from incorrect practices by researchers (p-hacking, HARK-
ing) who anticipate, correctly or incorrectly, publication and citation biases. The inflation of positive
results undermines the quality of the scientific evidence produced in economics, as a considerable
share of the published results is actually statistical noise. New methods have been introduced to
improve the robustness of statistical findings and are becoming more popular (pre-registration, RRs,
and replication studies). Page et al. (2021) discuss the merits and blind spots of these methods
in addressing the replication crisis. In our view, RRs outperform standard pre-registration: they
retain all of the advantages of pre-registration (and even improve them through peer review) while

15https://www.cos.io/initiatives/registered-reports

https://www.cos.io/initiatives/registered-reports
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eliminating the pressure to find positive results and ensuring that all steps of the pre-registration
are carried out. While some editors might worry about the risks of moral hazard (i.e., reducing the
efforts in data collection after in-principle acceptance or withdrawing RRs with positive results), we
believe that the reputational costs will prevent this type of practice.16

In this paper, we have discussed the main elements of RRs and provided specific examples
adapted to experimental economics. Some elements of the RR analysis plan are fairly similar to
well-known pre-registered practices in economics (dataset description, exclusion rules, and power
analysis). Others are less common but greatly improve the ex-ante statistical specifications (statis-
tical correction for multiple-hypothesis testing, smallest effect size of interest, and outcome-neutral
tests). RRs also take an additional step by drawing a clear line between the conclusions derived
from the hypothesis testing set out in the analysis plan (confirmatory analysis) and those that were
unanticipated and came about during the data-exploration phase (exploratory analysis). Finally,
RRs provide a unique revision system with a two-stage procedure and In-Principle Acceptance that
allows changes to be made before data collection and guarantees publication regardless of the results.

This paper has aimed to cover all of the materials related to RRs that are relevant in experimental
economics. We have on purpose omitted certain materials that are popular in other fields but are
less common in economics (e.g., Cohen’s d). We have focused here on a frequentist approach, which
is the dominant approach in economics, while other fields prefer Bayesian statistical models for
hypothesis testing (e.g., the Bayes Factor). A number of journals accept both types of analyses in
RR.17

16Some journals like Nature Human Behavior require authors to sign a statement confirming that if they withdraw
their paper after in-principle acceptance, they agree to the journal publishing a short summary of the pre-registered
study under a dedicated section.

17Nature Human Behavior and Cortex accept Bayes factor analysis (Dienes, 2020). We do not know of any specific
journal in economics policy regarding Bayes factor analysis.
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Figure A1: The decision rule with a Smallest Effect Size of Interest (SESOI) with confidence intervals
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Supplementary Materials 1

SM1: The risks of non-registered research in inflating the number of analyses
with positive results.

1 library(MASS)
2 library(doParallel)
3 S=10000 #Number of simulations
4 alpha =0.05 #Significance level
5 N=300 #Sample size
6

7 J=3 #Number of outcome variables
8 K=3 #Number of control variables
9 L=3 #Number of exclusion rules

10

11 #Define a function for simulations
12 simulatedAnalysis=function(K_funct ,L_funct ,J_funct ,alpha_funct ,N_funct ,model_funct

="all",excl_funct="all",covariateSet_funct="all"){
13

14 #Get all possible combinations for the control variables
15 k_list=rep(list (0:1),K_funct)
16 kk=expand.grid(k_list)
17 kk=ifelse(kk==1,TRUE ,FALSE)
18 if(covariateSet_funct =="one"){
19 kk=matrix(kk[sample (1:K_funct ,1) ,],nrow =1)
20 }
21

22 #Get all possible combinations for exlusion rules
23 l_list=rep(list (0:1),L_funct)
24 ll=expand.grid(l_list)
25 ll=ifelse(ll==1,TRUE ,FALSE)
26 if(excl_funct=="one"){
27 ll=matrix(ll[sample (1:L_funct ,1) ,],nrow =1)
28 }
29

30 #Counter for number of null rejections
31 numberOfRejections =0
32

33 Y=round(mvrnorm(N_funct , mu=rep(10,J_funct), Sigma =10*diag(J_funct))) #outcome
variables

34 Y=ifelse(Y<0,0,ifelse(Y>20,20,Y))
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35 Y_binary=ifelse(Y<10,0,1)
36 #Y_ordered=ifelse(Y<5,0,ifelse(Y<10,1, ifelse(Y<15,2,3)))
37 X=mvrnorm(N_funct , mu=rep(0,K_funct), Sigma=diag(K_funct)) #control variables
38 R=matrix(data=rbinom(n=N_funct*L_funct ,size=1,p=0.95) ,ncol=L_funct)
39 treatment=ifelse(rnorm(N_funct) <0,0,1)
40

41 for(j in 1:J_funct){
42

43 if(excl_funct=="all") dimLL=dim(ll)[1]
44 if(excl_funct=="one") dimLL =1
45

46 for(cond_loop in 1: dimLL){
47

48 inSampleRule=rep(TRUE ,N_funct)
49 for(sub_loop_cond in 1:L_funct){
50 if(ll[cond_loop ,sub_loop_cond ]== TRUE) inSampleRule=ifelse(R[,sub_loop_cond

]==0,FALSE ,inSampleRule)
51 }
52

53 #Select subsample based on the decision rule
54 Y_j_subset=Y[inSampleRule ,j]
55 Y_binary_j_subset=Y_binary[inSampleRule ,j]
56 #Y_ordered_j_subset=Y_ordered[inSampleRule ,j]
57 X_j_subset=X[inSampleRule ,]
58 treatment_j_subset=treatment[inSampleRule]
59

60 if(covariateSet_funct=="all") dimKK=dim(kk)[1]
61 if(covariateSet_funct=="one") dimKK=1
62

63 for(control_loop in 1:dimKK){
64

65 #Select control variables
66 subX=rep(1,dim(X_j_subset)[1])
67 for(sub_loop_control in 1:K_funct){
68 if(kk[control_loop ,sub_loop_control ]== TRUE) subX=cbind(subX ,X_j_subset[,

sub_loop_control ])
69 }
70

71 #Model selection
72 if(model_funct=="all") M_funct=4
73 if(model_funct=="one") M_funct=sample (1:3, 1)
74

75 #Linear model
76 if(M_funct ==1 | M_funct ==4){
77 res=summary(lm(Y_j_subset ~ treatment_j_subset + subX))$coef[2,]
78 pvalue=res[4]
79 #print(pvalue)
80 if(pvalue <=alpha_funct) numberOfRejections=numberOfRejections +1
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81 }
82

83 #Poisson model
84 if(M_funct ==2 | M_funct ==4){
85 res <- summary(glm(Y_j_subset ~ treatment_j_subset + subX , family = "

poisson"))$coef[2,]
86 pvalue=res[4]
87 #print(pvalue)
88 if(pvalue <=alpha_funct) numberOfRejections=numberOfRejections +1
89 }
90

91 #Binary model
92 if(M_funct ==3 | M_funct ==4){
93 res <- summary(glm(Y_binary_j_subset ~ treatment_j_subset + subX , family

= binomial(link = "probit")))$coef[2,]
94 pvalue=res[4]
95 #print(pvalue)
96 if(pvalue <=alpha_funct) numberOfRejections=numberOfRejections +1
97 }
98

99 }
100 }
101 }
102

103 return(numberOfRejections)
104 }
105

106 #Matrix to store the results
107 Results=matrix(nrow=S, ncol=1, data=NA)
108

109

110 ##################
111 #STANDARD PROCESS#
112 ##################
113

114 #Parallel simulations
115 cores=detectCores ()
116 cl <- makeCluster(cores [1]-1) #not to overload your computer
117 registerDoParallel(cl)
118 results_1 <- foreach(i=1:S, .combine=’c’, .packages=’MASS’) %dopar% {
119 set.seed(i) #Set seed here for reproductibility
120 tempRes=simulatedAnalysis(K,L,J,alpha ,N)
121 tempRes
122 }
123 stopCluster(cl)
124 results_1
125

126 #Percentage of cases with at least one rejection
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127 #mean(ifelse(results_1>0,1,0))
128

129 #Average number of specifications that reject H0 if at least once rejected
130 #mean(results_1[ ifelse(results_1>0,1,0)==1])
131

132

133 ######################
134 #ONLY ONE ECONOMETRIC MODEL (randomly selected in the simulation)#
135 ######################
136

137 #Parallel simulations
138 cores=detectCores ()
139 cl <- makeCluster(cores [1]-1) #not to overload your computer
140 registerDoParallel(cl)
141 results_2 <- foreach(i=1:S, .combine=’c’, .packages=’MASS’) %dopar% {
142 set.seed(i) #Set seed here for reproductibility
143 tempRes=simulatedAnalysis(K,L,J,alpha ,N,model_funct="one")
144 tempRes
145 }
146 stopCluster(cl)
147 results_2
148

149

150 #########################
151 #ONLY ONE PRE -REGISTERED COMBINATION OF EXCLUSION RULE
152 #########################
153

154 #Parallel simulations
155 cores=detectCores ()
156 cl <- makeCluster(cores [1]-1) #not to overload your computer
157 registerDoParallel(cl)
158 results_3 <- foreach(i=1:S, .combine=’c’, .packages=’MASS’) %dopar% {
159 set.seed(i) #Set seed here for reproductibility
160 tempRes=simulatedAnalysis(K,L,J,alpha ,N, excl_funct="one")
161 tempRes
162 }
163 stopCluster(cl)
164 results_3
165

166

167 #########################
168 #ONLY ONE PRE -REGISTERED COMBINATION OF COVARIATES
169 #########################
170

171 #Parallel simulations
172 cores=detectCores ()
173 cl <- makeCluster(cores [1]-1) #not to overload your computer
174 registerDoParallel(cl)
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175 results_4 <- foreach(i=1:S, .combine=’c’, .packages=’MASS’) %dopar% {
176 set.seed(i) #Set seed here for reproductibility
177 tempRes=simulatedAnalysis(K,L,J,alpha ,N, covariateSet_funct="one")
178 tempRes
179 }
180 stopCluster(cl)
181 results_4
182

183

184 #########################
185 #With Bonferroni adjustment
186 #########################
187

188 #Parallel simulations
189 cores=detectCores ()
190 cl <- makeCluster(cores [1]-1) #not to overload your computer
191 registerDoParallel(cl)
192 results_5 <- foreach(i=1:S, .combine=’c’, .packages=’MASS’) %dopar% {
193 set.seed(i) #Set seed here for reproductibility
194 tempRes=simulatedAnalysis(K,L,J,alpha/L,N)
195 tempRes
196 }
197 stopCluster(cl)
198 results_5
199

200

201 #########################
202 #COMPLETE PRE -REGISTRATION
203 #########################
204

205 #Parallel simulations
206 cores=detectCores ()
207 cl <- makeCluster(cores [1]-1) #not to overload your computer
208 registerDoParallel(cl)
209 results_6 <- foreach(i=1:S, .combine=’c’, .packages=’MASS’) %dopar% {
210 set.seed(i) #Set seed here for reproductibility
211 tempRes=simulatedAnalysis(K,L,J,alpha/L,N, model_funct="one", excl_funct="one",

covariateSet_funct="one")
212 tempRes
213 }
214 stopCluster(cl)
215 results_6
216

217

218 #############
219 #Save results
220 #############
221
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222 setwd("/Users/espinosaromain/Dropbox/Recherche/Guide for RR for economists/")
223

224 fileConn <-file("output.txt")
225 str=paste0("S=",S,", K=",K,", L=",L," ,J=",J,", alpha=", alpha , ", M=",3,"\n \n")
226

227 str=paste0(str ,"NO PRE -REGISTRATION: ")
228 str=paste0(str ,"Share where at least one H0 is rejected: ", round(mean(ifelse(

results_1>0,1,0))*100 ,1), "% \n")
229 str=paste0(str ,"Average number of rejections if at least one rejection: ", round(

mean(results_1[ ifelse(results_1>0,1,0) ==1]) ,1))
230

231 str=paste0(str ,"\n \n ECONOMETRIC MODEL PRE -REGISTERED: ")
232 str=paste0(str ,"Share where at least one H0 is rejected: ", round(mean(ifelse(

results_2>0,1,0))*100 ,1), "% \n")
233 str=paste0(str ,"Average number of rejections if at least one rejection: ", round(

mean(results_2[ ifelse(results_2>0,1,0) ==1]) ,1))
234

235 str=paste0(str ,"\n \n EXCLUSION RULE PRE -REGISTERED: ")
236 str=paste0(str ,"Share where at least one H0 is rejected: ", round(mean(ifelse(

results_3>0,1,0))*100 ,1), "% \n")
237 str=paste0(str ,"Average number of rejections if at least one rejection: ", round(

mean(results_3[ ifelse(results_3>0,1,0) ==1]) ,1))
238

239 str=paste0(str ,"\n \n COVARIATE PRE -REGISTERED: ")
240 str=paste0(str ,"Share where at least one H0 is rejected: ", round(mean(ifelse(

results_4>0,1,0))*100 ,1), "% \n")
241 str=paste0(str ,"Average number of rejections if at least one rejection: ", round(

mean(results_4[ ifelse(results_4>0,1,0) ==1]) ,1))
242

243 str=paste0(str ,"\n \n WITH BONFERRONI ADJUSTMENT: ")
244 str=paste0(str ,"Share where at least one H0 is rejected: ", round(mean(ifelse(

results_5>0,1,0))*100 ,1), "% \n")
245 str=paste0(str ,"Average number of rejections if at least one rejection: ", round(

mean(results_5[ ifelse(results_5>0,1,0) ==1]) ,1))
246

247 str=paste0(str ,"\n \n COMPLETE PRE -REGISTRATION: ")
248 str=paste0(str ,"Share where at least one H0 is rejected: ", round(mean(ifelse(

results_6>0,1,0))*100 ,1), "% \n")
249 str=paste0(str ,"Average number of rejections if at least one rejection: ", round(

mean(results_6[ ifelse(results_6>0,1,0) ==1]) ,1))
250

251 writeLines(str , fileConn)
252 close(fileConn)
253

254 Results=cbind(results_1,results_2,results_3,results_4,results_5,results_6)
255 write.csv(Results ,file="ResultsSimulation.csv",row.names=F)

Listing 1: Example of the risks from non-registered studies
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SM2: Example of an analysis plan with a public good game

We illustrate the writing of an analysis plan via the following example. Consider that researchers
wish to test whether a treatment affects the contribution and punishment decisions in a public-
good game. They have a between-subject design that they described in a previous section of their
manuscript. The analysis plan could be presented as follows:

Example: Based on previous work and the theory discussed above, we expect the intervention
to increase contributions and reduce punishment. To test these two hypotheses, we will run the
experiment described above at the experimental laboratory of the University of Rennes. Based
on our power analysis (see below), we will obtain observations from 240 participants with equal-
probability random assignment between the control and treatment conditions (6 sessions of 20
participants in each condition). The experiment will take place between February and March
2023. Participants who do not correctly answer the three comprehension questions (described in
the design section) after reading the instructions will be excluded from the statistical analysis.

The two hypotheses will be tested by OLS estimations with individual fixed effects and stan-
dard errors clustered at the group level (partner-matching). In total, given that each player plays
ten rounds, we will have 10×N observations, where N is the number of participants who answered
the comprehension questions correctly. The control variables include self-reported variables (age,
gender, and political self-placement on a 1-to-7 Likert scale) as well as a Global Trust score that is
the sum of the six items presented in the design section (Yamagishi and Yamagishi, 1994; Jasielska
et al., 2021).

We will first test whether the treatment increases public-good contributions. We will regress
the contribution levels (that take on values between 0 and 20) on the treatment dummy and the
control variables above. We will perform a one-sided test using the estimates from the linear model
(H1

0 : θ1 ≤ 0). Second, we will similarly regress the number of punishment points (that take on
values between 0 and 6) on the treatment dummy and control variables and run a one-sided test
(H2

0 : θ2 ≥ 0). For each of the two outcome variables, we will instead apply a random-effects
Tobit estimation if the share of observations at the lowest or highest possible values exceeds 50%
of the total number of observations. Last, we will consider a significance level of α = 0.05, and
will correct for multiple-hypothesis testing (with two hypotheses) using Holm-adjusted p-values.
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SM3: Example of power analysis

We illustrate how to perform a power analysis with the following example. Consider an experiment
with two conditions (baseline and treatment) with equal random assignment. Imagine that we are
interested in an outcome variable Y that is normally distributed with zero mean and standard
deviation of one in the baseline condition. Imagine then that the treatment increases the outcome
variable by 0.5 points in the treatment group (i.e. θ = 0.5). We simulate S = 1, 000 datasets
with sample size of N . For each simulation s, we estimate the treatment effect θ̂s using a linear
regression and report whether we reject the null hypothesis H0 : θ = 0. The average rejection
rate corresponds to the statistical power, i.e. the probability of correctly rejecting the null (as the
true parameter θ is different from zero). In Listing 2 below, we calculate the statistical power for
N = {50, 100, 150, 200} (see the Supplementary Materials for the code in Stata). The statistical
power when N = 50 is 0.423, which means that the probability of successfully rejecting H0 : θ = 0

is only 42%. In this case, not rejecting the null is not very informative, and the study is said to be
underpowered. Statistical power increases to 71.4% when N = 100, and 86% when N = 150.

1 set.seed (123) #Set seed to replicate results
2 vectorN=c(50 ,100 ,150 ,200) #List of sample sizes
3 S=1000 #Number of simulations per sample size
4 alpha =0.05 #Significance level
5 statPower=rep(NA,length(vectorN)) #Vector to store the results
6 for(k in 1: length(vectorN)){ #Loop over sample sizes
7 N=vectorN[k] #Sample size
8 rejectionVector=rep(NA,S) #Vector to store the rejection decision
9 for(s in 1:S){

10 t=rep(c(0,1),N/2) #Random treatment assignment
11 y=rnorm(N,mean=0,sd=1) +0.5*t #Generate data
12 results=summary(lm(y~t)) #Estimate statistical model
13 #Store the rejection decision:
14 rejectionVector[s]= ifelse(results$coefficients [2,4]<=alpha ,1,0)
15 }
16 statPower[k]=mean(rejectionVector) #Compute the overall rejection rate:
17 }
18 statPower #Results: 0.423 0.714 0.860 0.947

Listing 2: Example of a statistical-power estimation in R

This process can be adapted to create a function that returns the statistical power for any given
sample size N and any given value of θ. We show how to transform the code to generate such a
function from the previous example.

1 #Script for simulation - Public Good Game
2 powerAnalysisSimulation=function(N_funct ,theta_funct ,S_funct =1000 , alpha_funct

=0.05){
3 set.seed (123) #Set seed to replicate results
4 rejectionVector=rep(NA,S_funct) #Vector to store the rejection rate
5 for(s in 1:S_funct){
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6 t=rep(c(0,1),N_funct/2) #Random treatment assignment
7 y=rnorm(N_funct ,mean=0,sd=1)+theta_funct*t #Generate data
8 results=summary(lm(y~t)) #Estimate statistical model
9 #Store the rejection decision:

10 rejectionVector[s]= ifelse(results$coefficients [2,4]<= alpha_funct ,1,0)
11 }
12 #Compute the overall rejection rate:
13 return(mean(rejectionVector))
14 }
15

16 #To test the function
17 powerAnalysisSimulation(N_funct =200, theta_funct =0.10)
18

19 #Graph
20 vectorN=seq (0 ,600 ,10)
21 vectorTheta=c(0.15 ,0.30 ,0.45)
22 vectorAlpha=c(0.01 ,0.05)
23 grid=expand.grid(N=vectorN , theta=vectorTheta ,alpha=vectorAlpha)
24

25 #Loop
26 grid$power=NA
27 for(i in 1:dim(grid)[1]){
28 if(grid[i,"N"]>0){
29 grid[i,]$power=powerAnalysisSimulation(N_funct=grid[i,"N"],
30 theta_funct=grid[i,"theta"],
31 alpha_funct=grid[i,"alpha"],
32 S_funct =10000)
33 }else{
34 grid[i,]$power=0
35 }
36 }
37

38 #Matrix Results
39 resultsMat=matrix(data=NA ,nrow=61,ncol =6)
40 for(k in 1:6){
41 i=61*(k-1)+1
42 j=61*k
43 resultsMat [1:61,k]=grid[i:j,"power"]
44 }
45 resultsMat
46 View(resultsMat)

Listing 3: Example of a function of a power analysis for an experiment

The simulation results are depicted in Figure SM1. Using this approach, we can retrieve the
minimal number of observations to obtain statistical power of above 80% for various specifications.
As expected, the larger the expected treatment effect or the larger the significance level, the fewer
observations are needed.
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Figure SM1: Power analysis of an experimental design

This graph plots an example of a power analysis estimation in an experiment: two conditions (baseline and treatment),
equal probability assignment, and a two-sided test after OLS estimation. The outcome variable has mean 0 and
standard deviation 1, the treatment effect size is θ, and the significance level is α. The number of simulations is
S=10,000 and the hypothesis tested is H0 : θ = 0.
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SM4: Blinded Analysis

Dutilh et al. (2021) argue that blinded analysis protects research from hindsight and confirmation
biases but still allows some form of flexibility to deal with unexpected peculiarities in the data. The
authors distinguish six types of blinded analysis. First, a data manager can give the analyst access
to only part of the data (calibration set), and the statistical analysis is then run on the remaining
data (test set) once an appropriate analysis plan is produced. This method is however costly in
data as part of the dataset is used for calibration. Second, the data manager can add random
noise to all values of the outcome variable(s) such as to hide the relationships between variables.
Researchers would develop their analysis plan on the contaminated data and would then run their
analysis on the original data. However, this method requires determining the appropriate amount
of noise to add to the data. Third, the data manager can shuffle the level labels of an experimental
factor in the data she gives to the researchers to develop their analysis plan. Fourth, the data
manager can add a random score to the original outcome variables, which would be identical for
all observations that have the same original value. By doing so, the data manager can equalize the
means (for instance between a treated and a control group) such that the difference in means in
the contaminated data is by construction equal to zero, which prevents p-hacking. Fifth, the data
manager can also shuffle one or several key variables, while leaving the rest untouched, which will
keep the overall distribution intact (e.g., for dealing with outliers) but will distort the relationships
observed in the original data. Last, the data manager could also provide the analyst with decoy
datasets (MacCoun and Perlmutter, 2017). The analyst would work with several datasets (e.g., six)
to produce his data analysis plan and would then run his test on the real dataset.

In case the authors want to rely on blinded analysis, they must provide detailed instructions
in the Stage-1 manuscript about the procedure they want to implement. Importantly, they must
describe in detail how the data manager and the analyst will proceed, and the types of interaction
they will have. There are three important criteria in this procedure: editors must ensure that
the analyst is effectively blind to the hypotheses that the authors wish to test, the data manager
must be independent from the data analyst, and authors must report the analyst’s procedures in
reproducible details in the Stage-2 manuscript.

While blinded analysis can be relevant in very specific cases (e.g., it is not possible to obtain pilot
data, there is high uncertainty about the data collection, and conditional analysis is not feasible),
we do not recommend it when it is not necessary. It is indeed difficult, if not impossible, to control
for the interactions between the data manager and the analyst, and unobserved interactions would
undermine the very purpose of RRs. We thus recommend blinded analysis in RRs as a last resort
solution that necessitates very strong guarantees about the interactions between the data manager
and the data analyst.
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SM5: Alternative methods for multiple-hypothesis testing correction

The Holm and Romano-Wolf corrections are two alternative methods to the Bonferroni adjustment
to correct for multiple hypothesis testing that we mention in the manuscript.

Holm correction. One way to implement the Holm correction is to reduce the Bonferroni ad-
justment according to the number of remaining hypotheses to be tested. We compare the lowest
p-value to the threshold α

L , the second-lowest to α
L−1 , and so on up to the last p-value. An easier

implementation of the Holm correction is to adjust the p-values and to report adjusted p-values
that the reader can easily read. Imagine that we have a series of L p-values that we order from the
lowest to the highest (p1, ..., pL). The Holm-adjusted p-values are given by:

p̃i = maxj≤i{min{(L− j + 1)pj , 1}}

Consider the following example of the test of the effect of an intervention on pro-social behavior.
An experiment is designed with three games: a public-good game, a dictator game, and a money-
burning game. In each game, the researchers predict that the intervention will increase pro-social
behavior: increase the contribution in the public-good game (H0,PGG : θPGG ≤ 0), increase dona-
tions in the dictator game (H0,DG : θDG ≤ 0), and reduce money burning (H0,MB : θMB ≥ 0). The
researchers thus have L=3 hypotheses to test.

Imagine that the following p-values are obtained: pPGG = 0.022, pDG = 0.01 and pMB = 0.12.
With the Bonferroni correction with a significance level of α = 0.05, the significance threshold
becomes α/L = 0.0167. In this case, the null hypothesis would be rejected only for the dictator
game. With the Holm correction, the p-values become:

p̃DG = max{min{(3− 1 + 1)pDG, 1}} = 0.03

p̃PGG = max{p̃DG,min{(3− 2 + 1)pPGG, 1}} = 0.044

p̃MB = max{p̃PGG,min{(3− 3 + 1)pMB, 1}} = 0.12

With the Holm-correction for multiple-hypothesis testing, the researchers would reject the null
hypothesis (with α = 5%) for the dictator and public-good games, but not for the money-burning
game.

Romano-Wolf correction. Romano and Wolf (2016) provide the following method to calculate
the adjusted p-values. In the original dataset, first calculate the L t-statistics to test the L hypothe-
ses (tl = θ̂l

σ̂l
). Then rank the t-statistics from the largest to the smallest (t1, ..., tL). Second, resample

the dataset B times. For each resampling, calculate a standardized statistic t̃bl =
θ̂bl−θ̂l
σ̂b
l

, and then

the value T b
l = max{t̃bl , ..., t̃bL} for each l = 1, ..., L. The adjusted p-value for Hypothesis 1 (i.e. the

hypothesis that has the largest absolute t-statistic in the original sample) is p̃1 =
#{T b

1≥t1}+1
B+1 . The

other adjusted p-values are also corrected for monotonicity: p̃l = max{#{T b
l ≥tl}+1
B+1 , p̃l−1}.
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SM6: Example of power analysis with multiple-hypothesis testing correction

We now look at the way to deal with multiple-hypothesis testing in ex-ante power analysis. With
the Bonferroni adjustment, the process is simple as we only need to replace α by α

L in the decision
rule to reject the null hypotheses. With the less-conservative Holm approach, we need to rank the
p-values for each simulation and apply the decision rule.

Consider the example above of a treatment and pro-social behavior in public-good, dictator,
and money-burning games. The researchers have directional predictions, and so only run one-sided
tests. We consider the following elements:

• The one-shot public-good game: we assume that contributions in the control group have a
normal distribution with mean of 8 and standard deviation of 5, and are bounded between 0
and 20. We assume a treatment effect of a 1-point increase. We estimate the treatment effect
via a rank-sum test.

• The dictator game: we assume that the share of money given to the receiver in the control
group follows a normal distribution with mean of 0.2 and standard deviation of 0.2, and is
bounded between 0 and 1. We assume a treatment effect of a 10 percentage-point increase in
the share given to the receiver. We estimate the treatment effect via a Tobit model.

• The money-burning game: we assume a binary decision, with a probability of money burn-
ing of 35% in the control group. The treatment is expected to reduce the burning of the
other participant’s money by 10 percentage points. We estimate the treatment effect using a
proportion test.

The R code for the power analysis with 300 observations (random assignment with equal prob-
ability) is as follows:

1 library(censReg) #Library for tobit regression
2 set.seed (123) #Set seed to replicate results
3 S=1000 #Number of simulations
4 alpha =0.05 #Significance level
5 N=300 #Sample size
6 rejectionMatrix=matrix(data=NA ,nrow=S,ncol =3) #Vector to store the rejection rate
7 colnames(rejectionMatrix)=c("PGG","DG","MB")
8

9 for(s in 1:S){
10 #Generate data
11 t=rep(c(0,1),N/2) #Random treatment assignment
12 y_pgg=rnorm(N,mean=8,sd=5)+t #PGG data
13 y_pgg=round(ifelse(y_pgg <0,0,ifelse(y_pgg >20,20,y_pgg)) ,0)
14 y_dg=rnorm(N,mean =0.2,sd =0.2) +0.1*t #DG data
15 y_dg=round(ifelse(y_dg <0,0,ifelse(y_dg >1,1,y_dg)) ,1)
16 y_mb=rbinom(n=N,size=1, prob =0.35 -0.1*t) #MB data
17

18 #Statistical tests and pvalues
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19 p_pgg=wilcox.test(y_pgg~t, alternative="less")$p.value
20 res=summary(margEff(censReg(y_dg ~ t, left=0, right =1)))
21 p_dg=1-pnorm(res[1]/res [2])
22 p_mb=prop.test(x=c(sum(y_mb[t==0]) ,sum(y_mb[t==1])),n=rep(N/2,2), alternative =

"greater")$p.value
23

24 #Vectors of pvalues
25 vectorPvalues=c(p_pgg ,p_dg ,p_mb)
26 rankPvalues=rank(vectorPvalues)
27 sortedPvalues=sort(vectorPvalues)
28

29 #Adjusted pvalues
30 adjustedSortedPvalues=rep(NA,length(vectorPvalues))
31 adjustedSortedPvalues [1]=3*sortedPvalues [1]
32 adjustedSortedPvalues [2]= max(adjustedSortedPvalues [1],min(2*sortedPvalues [2] ,1))
33 adjustedSortedPvalues [3]= max(adjustedSortedPvalues [2],min(1*sortedPvalues [3] ,1))
34 adjustedPvalues=rep(NA,length(vectorPvalues))
35 adjustedPvalues [1]= adjustedSortedPvalues[rankPvalues [1]]
36 adjustedPvalues [2]= adjustedSortedPvalues[rankPvalues [2]]
37 adjustedPvalues [3]= adjustedSortedPvalues[rankPvalues [3]]
38

39 #Store rejection decisions
40 rejectionMatrix[s,]= ifelse(adjustedPvalues <=alpha ,1,0)
41

42 }
43 #Look at the statistical power
44 colMeans(rejectionMatrix)
45 #PGG DG MB
46 #0.483 0.988 0.494

Listing 4: An example of power analysis using the Holm correction for multiple-hypothesis testing

The power analysis indicates that researchers have a 48.1% chance of successfully rejecting the
null hypothesis for the public-good game, a 98.8% change in the dictator game, and a chance of
only 49.4% in the money-burning game.

We also show how to estimate power using the Romano-Wolf correction. We use the same data-
generating process as above. We now estimate the treatment effect on the public-good and money-
burning games with a linear model (OLS) as the Wilcoxon and proportion tests do not produce
t-statistics. The R code is displayed in Listing 5. We here reject the null hypotheses with the
following probabilities: 49.7%, 98.8% and 54.1% for the public-good, dictator and money-burning
games respectively.

1 library(censReg) #Library for tobit regression
2 library(matrixStats) #For rowMaxs
3 library(doParallel)
4 set.seed (123) #Set seed to replicate results
5 S=1000 #Number of simulations
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6 alpha =0.05 #Significance level
7 N=300 #Sample size
8 rejectionMatrix=matrix(data=NA ,nrow=S,ncol =3) #Vector to store the rejection rate
9 colnames(rejectionMatrix)=c("PGG","DG","MB")

10 B=1000 #Number of Bootstraps
11 cores=detectCores () #Number of cores
12 cl <- makeCluster(cores [1]-1, setup_timeout = 0.5) #not to overload your computer
13 registerDoParallel(cl)
14

15 for(s in 1:S){
16 #Same Data Generating Proccess omitted
17

18 #Statistical tests and t-stats
19 est_pgg=summary(lm(y_pgg ~ t))$coef
20 t_pgg=est_pgg[2,1]/est_pgg[2,2]
21 est_dg=summary(margEff(censReg(y_dg ~ t, left=0, right =1)))
22 t_dg=est_dg[1]/est_dg[2]
23 est_mb=summary(lm(y_mb ~ t))$coef
24 t_mb=-est_mb[2,1]/est_mb[2,2]
25 #Get the opposite value t-stat for money burning
26 #because we test HO: b>0 for this one.
27

28 #Vectors of t-stats
29 vectorTstat=c(t_pgg ,t_dg,t_mb)
30 rankTstat=rank(-vectorTstat) #From largest to smallest
31 sortedTstat=sort(vectorTstat , decreasing=TRUE)
32 t1=sortedTstat [1] #Largest t-stat
33 t2=sortedTstat [2]
34 t3=sortedTstat [3] #Smallest t-stat
35

36 matTstat_star_b <- foreach(i=1:B, .combine=’rbind’, .packages=’censReg ’) %dopar%
{

37 set.seed(i) #Set seed here for reproductibility
38

39 #Bootstrap dataset
40 data_boot=data_loop[sample(nrow(data_loop), N, replace=TRUE), ]
41

42 #Get t-stats
43 est_pgg_b=summary(lm(data_boot$y_pgg ~ data_boot$t))$coef
44 t_pgg_star_b=(est_pgg_b[2,1]-est_pgg[2 ,1])/est_pgg_b[2,2]
45 est_dg_b=summary(margEff(censReg(data_boot$y_dg ~ data_boot$t, left=0, right

=1)))
46 t_dg_star_b=(est_dg_b[1]-est_dg[1])/est_dg_b[2]
47 est_mb_b=summary(lm(data_boot$y_mb ~ data_boot$t))$coef
48 t_mb_star_b=-(est_mb_b[2,1]-est_mb[2 ,1])/est_mb_b[2,2]
49

50 #Store values
51 results_parallel=c(t_pgg_star_b,t_dg_star_b,t_mb_star_b)
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52

53 results_parallel
54 }
55

56 #Get the maxima
57 max1=rowMaxs(matTstat_star_b)
58 max2=rowMaxs(matTstat_star_b[,-rankTstat [1]])
59 max3=matTstat_star_b[,-c(rankTstat [1], rankTstat [2])]
60

61 #Vector of adjusted pvalues
62 adjustedPvalues_sorted=adjustedPvalues_unsorted=rep(NA ,length(vectorTstat))
63 adjustedPvalues_sorted [1]=( count(max1 >t1)+1)/(B+1)
64 p_2_init=(count(max2 >t2)+1)/(B+1)
65 p_3_init=(count(max3 >t3)+1)/(B+1)
66 adjustedPvalues_sorted [2]= max(p_2_init ,adjustedPvalues_sorted [1])
67 adjustedPvalues_sorted [3]= max(p_3_init ,adjustedPvalues_sorted [2])
68 for(k in 1:3) adjustedPvalues_unsorted[k]= adjustedPvalues_sorted[rankTstat[k]]
69

70 #Store rejection decisions
71 rejectionMatrix[s,]= ifelse(adjustedPvalues_unsorted <=alpha ,1,0)
72

73 }
74 stopCluster(cl)
75

76 #Look at the statistical power
77 #PGG DG MB
78 #0.497 0.988 0.541

Listing 5: An example of power analysis using the Romano-Wolf correction for multiple-hypothesis testing
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SM7: Example of power analysis with Sequential Unilateral Hypothesis Testing

To illustrate how power analysis can be used with the SUHT process, consider again the public-good
game where the intervention is expected to increase contributions. We assume that the outcome
variable is normally-distributed in the control group with mean of 8 and standard deviation of 5,
and is bounded between 0 and 20. Our objective here is to compute the probability to detect an
effect size larger than the SESOI (i.e., to claim that the intervention is fully successful). Our power
analysis thus considers the null hypothesis H0 : θ ≤ s. Whenever we fail to reject this hypothesis,
we go through the SUHT process and report our conclusion. We can then compute the average
probability of each conclusion given our assumed effect size, SESOI, DGP and sample size. We
consider here three scenarios: (1) s = 0.3 and θ = 0.6; (2) s = 1 and θ = 2.5; and (3) s = 1.9 and
θ = 2.

Figure SM2 displays the results for the three scenarios. First, the probability of rejecting a
null effect rises with the number of observations, as expected. This corresponds to the dark blue
(fully-successful treatment), light blue (weakly- or fully-successful treatment) and orange (weakly-
successful treatment) areas on the graph. On the contrary, the share of inconclusive results (grey),
failed treatments (dark red) and failed or weakly successful treatments (light red) falls with the
number of observations. Interestingly, the share of cases corresponding to weakly- or fully-successful
treatments (light blue) is not necessarily a monotonic function of the number of observations (s = 1

and θ = 2.5). Third, the closer the SESOI is to the expected effect, the smaller the probability to
conclude that the treatment is fully successful.
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Figure SM2: An example of a power analysis in a public-good game with a Smallest Effect Size Of Interest
(SESOI)
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SM8: Example of a study-design table

We give above an example of researchers who wish to test whether an intervention had an impact
on contributions and punishment in a public-good game. The associated study-design table could
be presented as in Table SM1.
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Table SM1: Example of a study-design table

Question Hypothesis Sampling plan Analysis Plan Interpretation
Does the inter-
vention affect
contributions in
the public-good
game?

The intervention
increases contri-
bution levels.

240 observations from the ex-
perimental laboratory of the
University of Rennes (6 ses-
sions of 20 participants in each
condition). Collected between
February and March 2023.
Exclusion of participants who
did not pass the comprehen-
sion questions. The sam-
ple size was determined us-
ing power analysis simula-
tions calibrated with data
from a previous study (see Ap-
pendix).

OLS estimation with individ-
ual fixed effects and clustered
at the group level (random ef-
fect Tobit if the number of
highest or lowest possible val-
ues exceeds 50%). Controls
include: age, gender, polit-
ical self-placement, and the
Global Trust Scale. We test
H1

0 : θ1 ≤ 0 with α = 0.05
and Holm-adjusted p-values
for two hypotheses. If we fail
to reject H1

0 , we will run a
equivalence test with a SESOI
of a 1 point increase of contri-
butions.

If we reject H1
0 , we will con-

sider that the intervention in-
creases contributions to the
public good. If we fail to re-
ject H1

0 and run the equiv-
alence test, we will conclude
that the intervention has no or
a negligible impact on contri-
butions if the estimated effect
size is within the boundaries,
and will conclude that the ef-
fect on contributions is uncer-
tain if we cannot reject that
the effect size is outside the
boundaries.

Does the inter-
vention affect
punishment in
the public-good
game?

The intervention
reduces punish-
ment points.

240 observations from the ex-
perimental laboratory of the
University of Rennes (6 ses-
sions of 20 participants in each
condition). Collected between
February and March 2023.
Exclusion of participants who
did not pass the comprehen-
sion questions. The sam-
ple size was determined us-
ing power analysis simula-
tions calibrated with data
from a previous study (see Ap-
pendix).

OLS estimation with individ-
ual fixed effects and clustered
at the group level (random ef-
fect Tobit if the number of
highest or lowest possible val-
ues exceeds 50%). Controls
include: age, gender, polit-
ical self-placement, and the
Global Trust Scale. We test
H2

0 : θ2 ≥ 0 with α = 0.05
and Holm-adjusted p-values
for two hypotheses. If we fail
to reject H2

0 , we will run a
equivalence test with a SESOI
of a 0.5 point increase of pun-
ishment.

If we reject H2
0 , we will con-

sider that the intervention re-
duces punishment. If we fail
to reject H2

0 and run the
equivalence test, we will con-
clude that the intervention has
no or a negligible impact on
punishment if the estimated
effect size is within the bound-
aries, and will conclude that
the effect on punishment is
uncertain if we cannot reject
that the effect size is outside
the boundaries.
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SM9: Codes in Stata

SM5.1: Replication of Listing 2

1 set seed 123 //Set seed to replicate results
2 local S=1000 // Number of simulation per sample size
3 local alpha =0.05 // Significance level
4 set matsize ‘S’ //Set matrix size to store results
5 mat statPower=J(1,4,.) // Vector to store the results
6

7 capture program drop my_sim
8 program my_sim , rclass
9 version 14.2

10 args N_sim alpha_sim
11 tempname b_sim V_sim zscore_sim pvalue_sim rejection_sim
12 tempname y t id
13 drop _all
14 set obs ‘N_sim ’
15 gen ‘id ’=_n
16 gen ‘t’=cond(‘id ’<‘N_sim ’/2,0,1) // Treatment assignment
17 gen ‘y’= rnormal (0,1)+0.5*‘t’ // Generate data
18 reg ‘y’ ‘t’ // Estimate the linear model
19 mat ‘b_sim ’=e(b) // Vector of coefficients
20 mat ‘V_sim ’=e(V) //Var -Covar matrix
21 scalar ‘zscore_sim ’=‘b_sim ’[1 ,1]/ sqrt(‘V_sim ’[1 ,1])
22 scalar ‘pvalue_sim ’=2 * normprob(-abs(‘zscore_sim ’))
23 scalar ‘rejection_sim ’=cond(‘pvalue_sim ’<‘alpha_sim ’,1,0)
24 return scalar reject=‘rejection_sim ’ // Return rejection decision
25 end
26

27 local j=1
28 forvalues N=50(50) 200{
29 simulate rejectResults=r(reject), reps(‘S’) nodots: my_sim ‘N’ ‘alpha ’
30 qui su rejectResults
31 mat statPower[1,‘j’]= round(‘r(mean) ’,0.001)
32 local j=‘j’+1
33 }
34 mat list statPower
35 // .434 .721 .87 .938

Listing 6: The replication of Listing 2 with Stata
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SM5.2: Replication of Listing 4

1 set seed 123 //Set seed to replicate results
2 local S=1000 // Number of simulation per sample size
3 local alpha =0.05 // Significance level
4 set matsize ‘S’ //Set matrix size to store results
5 mat statPower=J(1,4,.) // Vector to store the results
6

7 capture program drop my_sim
8 program my_sim , rclass
9 version 14.2

10 args N_sim alpha_sim
11 tempname b_sim SE_sim zscore_sim pvalue_sim
12 tempname y_pgg y_dg y_mb t id
13 tempname pvalue_pgg pvalue_dg pvalue_mb
14 tempname adjustedp_pgg adjustedp_dg adjustedp_mb
15 tempname rejection_pgg rejection_dg rejection_mb
16 drop _all
17

18 // Generate data
19 set obs ‘N_sim ’
20 gen ‘id ’=_n
21 gen ‘t’=cond(‘id ’<‘N_sim ’/2,0,1) // Treatment assignment
22 gen ‘y_pgg ’= rnormal (8,5)+‘t’ //PGG Data
23 replace ‘y_pgg ’=cond(‘y_pgg ’>20,20,‘y_pgg ’)
24 replace ‘y_pgg ’=cond(‘y_pgg ’<0,0,‘y_pgg ’)
25 gen ‘y_dg ’= rnormal (0.2 ,0.2) +0.1* ‘t’ //DG Data
26 replace ‘y_dg ’=cond(‘y_dg ’<0,0,‘y_dg ’)
27 replace ‘y_dg ’=cond(‘y_dg ’>1,1,‘y_dg ’)
28 gen ‘y_mb ’= rbinomial (1 ,0.35 -0.1* ‘t’) //MB data
29

30 // Statistical tests and pvalues
31 ranksum ‘y_pgg ’, by(‘t’)
32 scalar ‘pvalue_pgg ’= normprob(r(z))
33 tobit ‘y_dg ’ ‘t’, ll(0) ul(1)
34 mfx
35 mat ‘b_sim ’=e(Xmfx_dydx)
36 mat ‘SE_sim ’=e(Xmfx_se_dydx)
37 scalar ‘zscore_sim ’=‘b_sim ’[1,1]/‘SE_sim ’[1 ,1]
38 scalar ‘pvalue_dg ’=1- normprob(‘zscore_sim ’)
39 prtest ‘y_mb ’, by(‘t’)
40 scalar ‘pvalue_mb ’=1- normal(r(z))
41

42 // Compute adjusted ‘pvalues
43 if(‘pvalue_pgg ’<‘pvalue_dg ’ & ‘pvalue_pgg ’<‘pvalue_mb ’ & ‘pvalue_dg ’<‘pvalue_mb

’){
44 scalar ‘adjustedp_pgg ’=3*‘ pvalue_pgg ’
45 scalar ‘adjustedp_dg ’=max(‘adjusted_pgg ’,min(2*‘pvalue_dg ’,1))
46 scalar ‘adjustedp_mb ’=max(‘adjustedp_dg ’,min(‘pvalue_mb ’,1))
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47 }
48 if(‘pvalue_pgg ’>‘pvalue_dg ’ & ‘pvalue_pgg ’<‘pvalue_mb ’ & ‘pvalue_dg ’<‘pvalue_mb

’){
49 scalar ‘adjustedp_dg ’=3*‘ pvalue_dg ’
50 scalar ‘adjustedp_pgg ’=max(‘adjustedp_dg ’,min(2*‘pvalue_pgg ’,1))
51 scalar ‘adjustedp_mb ’=max(‘adjustedp_pgg ’,min(‘pvalue_mb ’,1))
52 }
53 if(‘pvalue_pgg ’<‘pvalue_dg ’ & ‘pvalue_pgg ’<‘pvalue_mb ’ & ‘pvalue_dg ’>‘pvalue_mb

’){
54 scalar ‘adjustedp_pgg ’=3*‘ pvalue_pgg ’
55 scalar ‘adjustedp_mb ’=max(‘adjusted_pgg ’,min(2*‘pvalue_mb ’,1))
56 scalar ‘adjustedp_dg ’=max(‘adjustedp_mb ’,min(‘pvalue_dg ’,1))
57 }
58 if(‘pvalue_pgg ’>‘pvalue_dg ’ & ‘pvalue_pgg ’>‘pvalue_mb ’ & ‘pvalue_dg ’<‘pvalue_mb

’){
59 scalar ‘adjustedp_dg ’=3*‘ pvalue_dg ’
60 scalar ‘adjustedp_mb ’=max(‘adjustedp_dg ’,min(2*‘pvalue_mb ’,1))
61 scalar ‘adjustedp_pgg ’=max(‘adjustedp_mb ’,min(‘pvalue_pgg ’,1))
62 }
63 if(‘pvalue_pgg ’<‘pvalue_dg ’ & ‘pvalue_pgg ’>‘pvalue_mb ’ & ‘pvalue_dg ’>‘pvalue_mb

’){
64 scalar ‘adjustedp_mb ’=3*‘ pvalue_mb ’
65 scalar ‘adjustedp_pgg ’=max(‘adjustedp_mb ’,min(2*‘pvalue_pgg ’,1))
66 scalar ‘adjustedp_dg ’=max(‘adjustedp_pgg ’,min(‘pvalue_dg ’,1))
67 }
68 if(‘pvalue_pgg ’>‘pvalue_dg ’ & ‘pvalue_pgg ’>‘pvalue_mb ’ & ‘pvalue_dg ’>‘pvalue_mb

’){
69 scalar ‘adjustedp_mb ’=3*‘ pvalue_mb ’
70 scalar ‘adjustedp_dg ’=max(‘adjustedp_mb ’,min(2*‘pvalue_dg ’,1))
71 scalar ‘adjustedp_pgg ’=max(‘adjustedp_dg ’,min(‘pvalue_pgg ’,1))
72 }
73

74 scalar ‘rejection_pgg ’=cond(‘adjustedp_pgg ’<=‘alpha_sim ’,1,0)
75 scalar ‘rejection_dg ’=cond(‘adjustedp_dg ’<=‘alpha_sim ’,1,0)
76 scalar ‘rejection_mb ’=cond(‘adjustedp_mb ’<=‘alpha_sim ’,1,0)
77

78 return scalar reject_pgg=‘rejection_pgg ’ // Return rejection decision
79 return scalar reject_dg=‘rejection_dg ’ // Return rejection decision
80 return scalar reject_mb=‘rejection_mb ’ // Return rejection decision
81 end
82

83 simulate rejectResults_pgg=r(reject_pgg) /*
84 */ rejectResults_dg=r(reject_dg) rejectResults_mb=r(reject_mb) /*
85 */, reps(‘S’) nodots: my_sim 300 ‘alpha ’
86

87 su rejectResults_pgg rejectResults_dg rejectResults_mb
88
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89 //0.432 0.992 0.523

Listing 7: The replication of Listing 4 with Stata
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